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Huge lawsuit

“The mischief that prompted the inclusion of the single-object rule in the Virginia (& 40 other state)
Constitution(s) … ‘reflect[s] temptations which, being inherent in the law-making process, are present in
every era.’ ” - City of Philadelphia v. Com.

Civil fees tip of expanding political & legal iceberg
Legal challenge of entire 2007 Transportation Act could come by end of week

Attorney and former Republican Party of Virginia Chairman Patrick
McSweeney is the lead
plaintiff in a potential
lawsuit challenging the
2007 Virginia Transportation Act.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
The statewide controversy over
the civil remedial fee statute tied
to the $1.2 billion 2007 Virginia
Comprehensive Transportation
Act appears ready to explode into
a multi-phased legal challenge of
the Transportation Act itself on
both federal and state Constitutional grounds.
On Wednesday, Aug. 1, former
(1992-96) Virginia Republican
Party Chairman Patrick M. McSweeney, now heading his own
law firm in Richmond, confirmed
he is poised to become lead attorney in such a challenge. That
challenge of the validity of the entire Transportation Act could be
filed as early as Friday, Aug. 3, according to both McSweeney and
one prospective plaintiff, Front
Royal Town Councilman and defense attorney Tom Sayre.
Several of the expected legal
challenges were outlined in a
May 2 opinion McSweeney sent
to Phillip A. Rodokanakis, President of the Virginia Club for
Growth. While McSweeney declined to name a list of prospective plaintiffs until the action is
filed, he did say builders groups
were not part of the challenge he
is currently involved in.
“They may file an action of their
own, but they are being pretty

cagey about that right now,” McSweeney said in a telephone interview.
In his May opinion to Rodokanakis, the former Republican
Party chairman with extensive
legal experience in the areas of
constitutional, land use, antitrust
and commercial law issues, said
he believed then House Bill 3202
was “constitutionally defective”
on a number of fronts.
On Aug. 1, McSweeney said
those same defects in the final bill
passed into law, including violations of the Single Object Rule;
the creation of “regional authorities” authorized to raise and disperse revenue for transportation
projects bypassing municipal authority; the imposition of impact
fees on too general terms; and the
inclusion of a $3-billion bond issue without voter approval would
be among the likely legal challenges of the Constitutionality of
the entire 2007 Transportation
package.
McSweeney said that while his
May letter to Rodokanakis omitted reference to them, the civil
remedial fees imposed on Virginia drivers that have been the
focus of the initial public outcry
over the transportation package
that became law on July 1, will
also be part of the legal action he
anticipates being filed by the end
of the first week of August.
“There is a prohibition on the
legislature in imposing fines and
clearly as articulated, and in the
literature, these ‘fees’ are intended to be punitive,” McSweeney
said of civil remedial fees ranging from $750 to $3,000 on some
misdemeanor and felony traffic
offenses. “If they are, in fact, punitive they should be going into
the state Literary Fund, not the
General Fund according to the
state Constitution.”
The General Fund disbursement allows the money collected
from the fees to be applied to
road projects across the state.
The fees were promoted by state
Republicans as an alternative to
an approximate two-cent hike in
the state gasoline tax to raise an
estimated $100-million in revenue to help fund transportation
infrastructure projects in Virgin-

ia.
In addition to the already raised
Constitutional issue of violations
of equal protection under the law
guaranteed in the U.S. Constitution, the civil fees imposition
upon court convictions may raise
other Constitutional issues, McSweeney said. “There is the issue

of double jeopardy when they
are automatically imposed upon
conviction by the judiciary without separate argument. It goes
to due process, as well as being
totally out of proportion – there
is no rational relationship to the
offense from which they spring.”
The initial heat felt by politi-

cians across the state came once
the public became aware of the
scope of offenses covered by the
civil remedial fees and that they
applied only to Virginia drivers. Those offenses listed on the
state Supreme Court website
range from learners permit violations, speeding, driving without

GOP ran TV ad touting abusive driver fees
Republican ad urged voters to contact Governor Kaine & urge support!

Full Text of the ad:
“Male: Another day, another traffic jam!
Female: When will someone do something about Virginia’s outdated, overcrowded roads?
Announcer: Someone has. The General Assembly Plan? Bond money for new roads. Penalties
on abusive drivers. Regional solutions. Dedicating our multi-million dollar surplus to transportation. All without a state-wide tax increase. But Tim Kaine is criticizing it even though
he promised not to raise taxes. Call Governor Kaine. Tell him, “Start solving problems. Stop
playing politics.”
View ad at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ff0yki2Fn5g
We assume the ad is no longer being run by the Republican party.
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“The mischief that prompted the inclusion of the single-object rule in the Virginia (& 40 other state)
Constitution(s) … ‘reflect[s] temptations which, being inherent in the law-making process, are present in
every era.’ ” - City of Philadelphia v. Com.

a license and other non-criminal
misdemeanor offenses, to felony
traffic offenses including DUI
and reckless driving.
Many legislators, including
Fairfax Republican David Albo,
who co-sponsored and apparently authored portions of the civil
fee statute, have claimed the H.B.
3202 morphed so much during
debate that none seemed clear on
all its implications as passed and
signed into law. Albo and other
Republicans have pointed out
that Democratic Governor Tim
Kaine deleted out-of-state drivers from the final Bill, thus raising
the equal protection red flag.
However, videos, including one
purportedly from September 28,
2006, early in the General Assembly discussion process, have

surfaced on the YouTube video
website. Albo is seen in that
video – http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Ew87bfC Pf1w
– explaining that Virginia had no
authority to impose its proposed
“civil fees” on out-of-state drivers.
Asked if he was aware of
the video, McSweeney said he
was and agreed it appeared to
have been filmed on the floor
of House. Light entertainment
aside, McSweeney said the prospective plaintiff ’s are very serious about the Virginia legislature
having overstepped its bounds in
achieving the compromises necessary to get a Transportation
package passed after failing to do
so in 2006.
McSweeney’s description of

To download graphic files go to www.edwardjones.com/graphics/usa/sales/ads

why the single-object rule was
put in place over a century ago
still rings familiar.
“The principal impetus for the
adoption of the single-object rule
was the widespread mischief of
logrolling in the nineteenth century,” McSweeney wrote on May
2. “Such bills, popularly known as
‘omnibus bills,’ became a crying
evil, not only from the confusion
and distraction of the legislative
mind by the jumbling together
of incongruous subjects, but still
more by the facility they afforded
to corrupt combinations of minorities with different interests
to force the passage of bills with
provisions which could never
succeed if they stood on their
separate merits … A still more
objectionable practice grew up
of putting what is known as a
‘rider,’ that is, a new and unrelated enactment or provision on
appropriation bills, and thus coercing the executive to approve
obnoxious legislation or bring

Huge lawsuit
the wheels of the government to
a stop for want of funds.
“The mischief that prompted
the inclusion of the single-object
rule in the Virginia Constitution
and the constitutions of forty
other states continues … [and]
‘reflect[s] temptations which,
being inherent in the law-making process, are present in every
era.’ City of Philadelphia v. Com.,
838 A.2d 566, 588 (Pa. Sup. Ct.
2003).
“H.B. 3202 constitutes the
very kind of ‘omnibus bill’ that
prompted the single-object
provisions,” McSweeney wrote
Rodokanakis. “The inclusion
of provision for urban development areas and requirement that
covered localities incorporate
principles of new urbanism and
traditional neighborhood development in their comprehensive
plans has no reasonable relationship to provisions requiring that
the Washington Metropolitan
Transit Authority submit its an-
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nual audit report to the Auditor
of Public Accounts, authorizing a
$3 billion bond issue, establishing
a Joint Commission on Transportation Accountability, reorganizing the Department of Transportation and the Commonwealth
Transportation Board, imposing
new and enhanced penalties for
traffic law violations, and authorizing new regional transportation taxes and fees.”
Contacted about his participation in a legal challenge of the
Transportation Act, but perhaps
stung by the Front Royal Town
Council’s recent failure to act on
a highly publicized proposal to
remove the fees from town codes,
Sayre was cautious. The firstterm councilman and defense attorney acknowledged he planned
to be one of the named plaintiffs
should the suit be brought forward.
Sayre, a staunch opponent of
Northern Virginia-style growth
coming unchecked into the
Northern Shenandoah Valley, said he likes portions of the
transportation package such as
impact fees on developers to
support infrastructure improvements necessitated by growth,
but added, “The impact fee provision is a good start in legislation
but the problem is the rest of the
bill is not good. This is a work in
progress.”
Attempts to reach 18th District
Delegate Clifford L. “Clay” Athey
Jr. for comment on a potential
legal challenge of the Comprehensive Transportation Act were
unsuccessful. Athey was a major
proponent of the inclusion of impact fees and the creation of urban development areas to direct
and support growth as part of the
2007 Transportation package.

frwctreestewards@comcast.net
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Cautious council

Front Royal declines to act on civil fees
Town cautious on challenging state on civil fee enforcement

Councilman Stan Brooks, Jr. introduced a motion to
table Tom Sayre’s proposal to strip abusive driver
fees from Front Royal’s town code, effectively preventing supporters from speaking at the meeting.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
The evening of July 23, in the
glare of statewide media attention, the Front Royal Town
Council chose caution over a
legal challenge of its role in the
imposition of a controversial new
state law.
Front Royal Mayor James Eastham broke a 3-3 tie, siding with
Councilman Stan Brooks’ motion

to table an ordinance proposal
removing the imposition of civil
remedial fees from misdemeanor
traffic offenses prosecuted by the
town. Voting with Brooks for the
tabling were Eileen Grady and
Vice Mayor Tim Darr. Eugene
Tewalt voted with Tom Sayre and
Bret Hrbek in support of the ordinance removing the fees from
town traffic codes.
Town Attorney Tom Robinett,
who among his duties prosecutes

traffic cases for the town, researched the move with the first
town cases with the civil fees
looming scheduled in Warren
County General District Court
the morning of July 24.
After hearing the town attorney’s emotional plea that the
town take a stand on the basic legal principal upon which
the American judicial system is
based – equal protection under
the law – Brooks asked Robinett
if his problem with the law was a
personal one.
“No, the problems is professional,” Robinett replied.
“Every time we get away from,
in the legal world, a legal maxim
engraved over the front door of
the Supreme Court of the United
States that says ‘equal justice under the law’ … Every time we enact a statute that says the penalties
prescribed here are applicable to
a certain segment of the population but not the population as a
whole, then we have in fact, in
my book, walked away from that
concept. I have been a lawyer for
32 years – I don’t walk away from
that concept and I don’t want you
to walk away from it either,” Robinett told council.
Bigger than that?
Brooks said that while a David
vs. Goliath stance against the
state government might be popular with the public and media

– that “the town should be bigger
than that.”
One observer, town resident
and attorney Betty Molchany,
sided with Robinett on the basic
legal and political issue.
“This law is a violation of the
equal protection laws under the
Constitution. Saying you need
more time is one thing but how
can anyone say that we should be
bigger than to oppose an unconstitutional law?” Molchany was
also critical of Brooks’ characterization of the issue.
Hrbek agreed. “I am very disappointed that my colleagues
couldn’t decide to take a stand
tonight against an obviously unconstitutional and unfair law that
the General Assembly passed. I
think our town attorney clearly
laid out why we needed to take
a stand. And Front Royal could
have been a leader in this kind
of rebellion, I guess, against the
General Assembly to help eliminate these fees and protect our
citizens.”
Asked about Brooks’ stated
concern a rush to legally challenge the state on the fees could
come back to haunt the town,
Hrbek said, “Councilman Brooks
likes to take it a little slower than I
do. And I think there would have
been no downside because if the
court decided not to impose our
sanctions then nobody’s worse
off and we stood up for our citizens and did what was right.”
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Efforts of local protesters weren’t enough to convince a majority of Front Royal Town Council members to take a stand against Virginia’s unpopular new
abusive driver fees.
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Cautious council

TV and print reporters enjoy a laugh as Front Royal Town Attorney Tom Robinett
pokes fun at Warren County Report publisher Dan McDermott for accidently promoting Robinett to Town Manager in a typographical error.
Molchany
also
criticized
Brooks effort to personalize the
issue with the town attorney.
“Mr. Robinett’s statement was
quite professional. It was not professional for Mr. Brooks to attack
him immediately personally and
suggest that his position was a
personal position as opposed to a
professional position. You could
say that about every attorney
who dares to take a stand on any
issue,” Molchany said.
Timing is everything
In justifying his position to
delay action, Brooks said he had
gotten a number of conflicting

opinions on legal aspects of Robinett’s suggested ordinance proposal from attorneys, including
from Robinett himself.
Asked if he disagreed with the
mounting statewide legal opinion the fees as written into law
are unconstitutional, Brooks
said, “I’m not a lawyer or a judge.
I want several legal opinions on
this … He is an employee of the
town,” Brooks said of Robinett,
“and we need for him to make
sure he’s got all his T’s crossed
and I’s dotted and once he has
maybe (emphasis added) we can
make a decision.”
The mayor said he believed with
council split evenly on whether

A satellite van for Washington, DC-based WJLA-7 and
News Channel 8 prepares to deliver a live report from
downtown Front Royal just prior to Town Council’s
vote to table a motion to scrap abusive driver fees
from the town code.

enough was known to act, discretion was the better part of valor.
“You had half the town council
saying ‘I don’t have enough information here to make a good
decision. I would rather table it,
get my questions answered and
then vote.’ So with half of them
feeling that way, I felt, since time
is not of the essence, it was more
prudent to get everybody the

information so that they can all
make informed votes,” Eastham
said. The mayor also said he did
not believe the tabling meant the
issue was a dead one and that a
work session prior to a vote on
ordinance changes was business
as usual for the town. “It was
around Wednesday (July18) that
I first heard it was on the [meeting] agenda to change the town
ordinance. When you change a
town ordinance, ordinarily we’ll
have a work session to go over
and discuss the ramifications and
then put it on the agenda for a
vote.”
However, Sayre, a defense attorney, disagreed on the importance of quick council action.
“Some people don’t understand
time is of the essence for those
citizens facing these fees – these
things are moving forward quickly,” Sayre said of traffic citations
issued after the July 1 enactment
of the new law.
One of the people facing the
new fees in Warren County General District on July 25 was Terrence Link. Link told the court he
didn’t realize his license had been
revoked due to a non-driving-related payment issue. After being
granted a continuation to resolve
his DMV paperwork issues, Link
said he was grateful for such consideration.
“I’m struggling to get myself
caught up now and to pay out that
extra $1,000 would really put me

in a bad situation. So, any help at
all is appreciated,” Link said.
Background
Robinett’s
recommendation
that the town attempt to circumvent imposing the fees on cases
prosecuted under town codes
came in the wake of a call by
Sayre and Hrbek for council approval of a resolution urging the
district’s representatives in Richmond to revisit the controversial
legislation as soon as possible.
Robinett pointed out the town
routinely adopts annual changes
to the state driving codes into its
own codes and had done so this
year before the public outcry
erupted and legislators reviewed
exactly what they had passed into
law. Robinett said that while the
town could do nothing about the
state codes, in his legal opinion
the town had the right to revisit
the issue and remove sections it
considered “inappropriate” from
its own codes.
Robinett admitted that the
move might end up simply being a gesture of discontent that
the town has to play a role in collection of the fees. However, the
town attorney said he thought
the attempt to remove the town
from the process of collecting
what he views as an unconstitutionally imposed fee applied only
to Virginia drivers, worth the effort.

Front Royal Town Attorney Tom Robinett speaks to council members and media
about the proposal to strip abusive driver fees from town code.
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Cautious council

‘We wouldn’t want to dump that tea in Boston Harbor without the
King’s opinion on whether we have the legal right to, would we?’

Town council majority remains cautious on abuser fees
Councilmen, town attorney spar over action, intent of ordinance proposal
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

The escalating tension between
Front Royal Town Attorney Tom
Robinett and at least one of his
bosses – Town Councilman Stan
Brooks – was apparent during a
July 30 Front Royal Town Council
work session.
Following a great deal of discussion of a variety of issues surrounding the civil fees and Robinett’s proposal the town revisit its
April adoption of them into town
codes, Brooks said he understood
there were legal challenges of the
civil fee statute elsewhere in the
commonwealth and asked Robinett to keep abreast of those challenges. Brooks suggested that if a
judge elsewhere in Virginia ruled
the statute unconstitutional, perhaps Front Royal could join “in
that suit.”
“When Robinett replied, “No, if
I may explain,” Brooks cut him off
sharply.
“No, wait,” the councilman said,
“What you’re saying is that we
can try not to pass a law that the
state has thrown our way though
we can’t challenge the state.”
That’s not what I said at all,”
Robinett interjected.
“I’m asking you, is that true?
That’s not true? So, we can’t file
a lawsuit against the [state]?”
Brooks asked.
“If you would let me try to explain, I think I can tell you what
you want to know,” Robinett replied. “We can’t file a law suit because we don’t have a grievance.
We don’t have an axe to grind.
The person who is accused of
violating the law in Henrico has
that axe because he is about to
get stuck with [these fees]. So,
he’s the one who brings the Constitutional challenge, but not us
because we’re not stuck with it.”
“Would it be a wise move to
see how that goes?” Brooks asked
of the pending Henrico ruling in
Judge Archer L. Yeatts III courtroom.

Robinett replied that now
seemed very prudent with Yeatts’ decision expected by Aug.
2. The town attorney added that
the Resolution of concern about
the civil fees he had prepared
following council’s reluctance to
move forward on his ordinance
proposal “has already been rendered moot by what Del. Athey
has done as described in his letter to you.”
That July 24th letter to Mayor
Eastham began by lauding a
council attempt to revisit it’s routine April adoption of the state’s
new traffic codes.
“Initially, as a former Mayor of
Front Royal, I want to be clear
that I fully support Council’s attempts to reconsider their previous vote in April 2007 in favor of
application of the abuser fees to
town residents,” Athey began.
He then noted his request for a
special session of the General Assembly to repeal the application
of the fees had been rejected by
Governor Tim Kaine.
Athey continued to recount
Virginia Deputy Attorney General William Mims expression
of concern about the town’s proposed action to remove enforcement of the civil fees to town code
misdemeanor traffic offenses.
Athey said Mims first stated the
proposed action would not stand
up in court and would amount to
nothing more than “an exercise in
political theater.”
Athey then wrote he was more
concerned with Mims’ opinion
that the town would be opening
itself up to Constitutional challenges of its own codes by “modifying the penalty provision of
all of the criminal, juvenile and
traffic sections of the Code of
Virginia by eliminating the application of the abuser fees in the
Town Code …” However, Athey
called Mims’ opinions “informal
in nature and without the benefit
of detailed legal analysis.”
Athey concluded, “I would recommend your course of action to

all the localities in my district in
the event the abuser fees not be
repealed during the January 2008
session.”
Ask the AG?

Athey’s report of the Deputy
Attorney General’s hostility, legally sound or not, to the town’s
action was enough to send some
councilmen into full retreat.
“I’m not willing to expose the
town to a Constitutional challenge. So, till that’s resolved
there’s just no way,” Eileen Grady
said of moving forward. Grady
then attempted to deflect criticism of council for not acting,
even symbolically, in front of a
contingent of banner carrying
citizens supporting the town’s attempt to withdraw from enforcement of the statute. The work
session was moved from Town
Hall to the Warren County Government Center to accommodate
the expected presence of fee protesters.
“I think we’ve all lost sight of
the fact the state delegates passed
this law … you can protest but
remember where this came from
– the state legislature, not the
Town of Front Royal,” Grady said
of the civil fees.
Vice Mayor Tim Darr said he
agreed there were legal issues
with the civil fees, such as their
exclusive application to Virginians. However, he added, “I also
feel that there’s rules and regulations. We’re a town council; we
deal with town laws and things
of that nature. I think we need
to put this in the hands of people
who realize the issues – and that
is the delegates, Senator Obenshain, our House representative
and those people at that level.
And I do think they realize the issues because there is a lot of talk
in the whole state over this thing.
“Are we going to say if you do
speed over 20 miles over the
speed limit in the Town of Front
Royal, your fine is going to be the

same but you don’t have to pay
the civil penalty where you have
to pay it everywhere else in the
state? So, there’s a lot of debate
here, there’s a lot of confusion
and I don’t know what’s the answer and it may be January before we get the answer … But the
one thing I don’t want to do, is I
don’t want to vote on something
and put an ordinance in place
that we end up with egg on our
face or have to rescind in January
because the General Assembly
or the House of Delegates does
something that straightens the
whole problem out...”
The bottom line

Darr then noted he had read
an article where state police we
saying that the civil fee ordinance “was working.” “So, is it really working or is it not?” the vice
mayor pondered.
Sayre, a vocal opponent of town
enforcement of the fees, replied
that the Washington Post had reported how state representatives
and judges in both Michigan and
New Jersey were stating that their
civil fee laws were a failure, creating more problems and dangerous road conditions as increasing
numbers of license-less drivers
were attempting to flee rather
than be pulled for minor traffic
offenses.
“You have a whole segment of
society in Michigan that have no
driver’s licenses [and] they are
only collecting about 40 percent
of the civil penalties [there],”

Sayre said.
Brooks interrupted to say the
work session was not the place to
debate the ultimate effectiveness
of the civil fees.
“I have no idea, no idea at all
whether [these fees] will make the
roads safer or less safe. But there
are people who can tell us that
and we need to get that information, actually the state needs to
get that information – I’m not
going to go by one article in any
paper,” Brooks said, adding, “All
legal issues, the ones I’ve ever
been involved in are like onions,
you peel a layer and think you’ve
got it figured out and there’s another layer and another layer and
another layer. We’ve already gone
through about three layers on
this and I imagine before it’s over,
we’ll get two or three more layers
to deal with.”
The council majority present
– Brooks, Grady and Darr, as
well as the mayor, Bret Hrbek
was absent – appeared content
to put consideration of a resolution of concern about the fees to
be forwarded to Del. Athey on
the agenda of the Aug. 6 council
meeting. In forwarding that instruction to staff, Brooks disputed Robinett’s opinion that Athey’s
extensive communication with
both the governor and attorney
general’s offices over the town’s
debate on the fees and suggestion
of a special session of the General
Assembly to repeal the fees made
such a gesture “moot.”
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Judge Houff

Judge Houff addresses his court’s dilemma on civil fees
Delegate/prosecutor Gilbert adds another perspective on legal controversy
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

again I think that’s probably what
the legislature has told me to do.”
Does he have a judicial opinion
on that instruction?
“I haven’t studied it enough to
be comfortable to tell you what
I think in the abstract is going to
be the Constitutional outcome,”
Houff replied, adding, “And I
certainly can’t tell you what I’d
do on a Constitutional argument
until that case is before me, even
though we know in the abstract
what the arguments might be,
they still have to be viewed as to
the facts in a particular case …
[and] unless the statute does not
pass Constitutional requirements
in general, it’s not for me to determine whether I like what the
legislature has passed or not … or
to rewrite the law.”
Houff points out that in the
wake of a Constitutional issue
being raised several years ago by
a Fairfax County General District
Court judge, the legislature has
established guidelines on Constitutional questions in lower
courts.
“[It’s] never come into play for
me – if I declare a law unconstitutional, the case has to be appealed to Circuit Court I believe,
for determination. All that arose
in large part from Judge Ian Flaherty in Fairfax County, who
questioned certain aspects of the
DUI law and was declaring them
unconstitutional. And the legislature got alarmed that a district
court judge might declare a statute unconstitutional. I didn’t take

General District Court Judge
W. Dale Houff says the notion
of raising state or municipal revenue through the judicial process
is not a new one to the state of
Virginia.
“We’ve always been doing that
– we collect fines and costs now
and while they have never been
quite this deliberately couched in
the form of the collection of revenue – there’s no question that the
court system is one of the biggest
producers of revenue in the state.
And so I don’t see this as a dramatic change,” Houff said of the
concept of civil fees tied to traffic
offenses.
However, after the first two
days of encountering cases with
the potential of “civil remedial
fees” designed to raise revenue
for state road projects being applied to traffic cases in his courtroom, Houff said flaws pointed to
by critics of the legislation – including the amount of fees levied
on minor offenses and their exclusive application to state residents – have created a judicial
dilemma for district court judges
across the state.
“I like to treat people equally
and fairly. But by setting the same
fine for [in-state and out-of-state]
people in similar individual situations I’m going to cause them to
be treated very, very much differently,” Houff said in an exclusive July 25 interview. “However,

General District Court Judge W. Dale Houff
it as any particular affront but I
think [the legislature] thought
the district court level was not
the area where that kind of Constitutional determination ought
to be made.
“So, there’s [now] a place on the
back of the warrants that we can
check if we question the Constitutionality of the statute – we
check that – and then it goes
up to circuit court right at that

One free visit with this coupon • exp: 08/31/07 • new customers only
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2 1/2 hours of fun, games, and a snack
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Tanning)
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point. And then it comes back to
us to proceed with the case if they
deem the statute to be acceptable
and to dismiss it if they don’t.”
Judges, attorneys and legislators around Virginia are awaiting
the decision expected this week
in an Henrico County court on
the first such Constitutional challenge of the civil fee statute.
Discretion
“Now sometimes laws have
to be applied in a way that they
make sense as to the particular
offense and facts of the case,”
Houff points out. “And for that
reason sometimes we modify
penalties or sometimes even to
another charge we think is more
appropriate.
“What I think everybody is failing to look at is that where the
fines appear to have an unreasonable impact … officers are going to try to moderate a little bit
to make it consistent. We in the
courts are going to try and make
the application of fees appropriate for the situation. There will
people who are charged with no

operators license because they
forgot to renew last week. And
I think if it was an oversight that
you were late getting your license
renewed for one week, I don’t
think the $900, or whichever one
it is, I think that is too much …
So, I’m probably going to have
to try to find another statute for
that, to see if there is some way
they can pay a penalty but not get
hit with a $900 fee over that.
State Delegate and Assistant
Warren County Commonwealth’s
Attorney Todd Gilbert, who was
at work in Houff ’s courtroom
during the first days in which
civil fee cases appeared, agreed.
“What I believe, just from my
experience, is you’re going to have
more troopers and police officers
and deputies using their discretion on the scene to give people
a break just to insure that they’re
not going to have a long, drawn
out court thing – or that they feel
some compassion for the driver,”
Gilbert said. “And that’s not going
to be everybody but there will be
officers that will chose to exercise
that discretion.
“You’re going to have judges
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Judge Houff
exercising some discretion –
whether they have the authority
to do that or not is arguable but
judges do it every day, where they
give people a break and I think
you’re going to see more of that.
“And you’re probably going
to see more prosecutors agree
to give people a break, when on
the borderline of a speed offense
– anything over 80 is considered
reckless driving and as you saw
today, I think if somebody has a
good record and was cooperative,
I think you’re going to see people
extending them courtesies simply
based on the ramifications of the
financial impact.”
The good, the bad & the ugly
From their perspectives, both
Houff and Gilbert see the civil remedial fees as a reasonable concept gone bad on several fronts.

“I think this was a well-intentioned enforcement and revenue
producing Bill that has a couple
flaws,” Houff stated. “Number
one, the way it was drawn it hits
a couple of charges or offenses
that we treat as fairly minor. For
example, there is a law prohibiting having an open container of
alcohol in your vehicle, such as a
beer in a cup sitting there in the
console – that’s a $35 pre-payable
fine. I think it’s the three $300-installment fee that applies to that.
And its odd that you can pre-pay
something at a $35 fine, but it’s
now going to be subject to a $900
fee. That’s seems pretty heavy and
that concerns me a little.”
In addition to the looming Constitutional question and the application of high fees to relatively
minor offenses, Houff says another negative aspect of the fees,
“Is some are going to create eco-

Robinett asks council to take a stand

Fee removal from town codes might have been more symbolic than
substantive
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
After joking about his “promotion” to town manager in a photo
cutline misprint on page 2 of the
last edition of this paper at the
July 23 Front Royal Town Council meeting, Front Royal Town
Attorney Tom Robinett got serious.
The following day Robinett was
poised to take on the first batch
of 27 town-prosecuted traffic offenses where civil remedial fees
could be applied. Robinett was
not anxious to prosecute cases
under a state statute that in his
legal opinion is a violation of the
right to equal protection under
the law guaranteed in the U.S.
Constitution. Below, we print
Robinett’s concluding remarks
to council on why he thought
the proposal he brought forward
that night was worth council’s
consideration:
“Let’s say you adopted the ordinance that I’ve suggested to
you and it was only going to be
around until say 9:30 tomorrow
morning when the judge gets
a hold of the very first one and
says, ‘Nope, I’m going to do it
anyway, Mr. Robinett. I appreciate what your town council
did and I understand what your

town council did, but I believe
that I have a duty under the state
law to impose this civil penalty
and that’s exactly what I’m going
to do.’
“Now if that turned out, what
would be the point in doing this?
The point in doing this in my
book is that every time we get
away from, in the legal world, a
legal maxim which is engraved
over the front door of the United
States Supreme Court that says
‘equal justice under law’ – that
every time we walk away from
that in a statute, even a little bit,
that we lose that much of the
freedom that we have under the
law, that we so dearly paid for
under the law. And every time
we enact a statute, which says the
penalties prescribed here are applicable to a certain segment of
the population but not the population as a whole, then we have,
in fact, in my book, walked away
from that concept.
“I’ve been a lawyer for 32 years
– I don’t walk away from that
concept and I don’t want you to
walk away from it either.
“I’m prepared for your questions, Mr. Mayor.”
Council declined to act, choosing rather to table the matter for
further discussion (see related
stories).

nomic problems. But once again,
that’s the situation right now,”
he points out. “People who are
charged with driving suspended
now and have lots of fines and
they owe a couple thousand dollars – they can’t get their license
reinstated because they owe all
these fines, and I don’t overlook
why they owe them, they have
four or five speeding tickets, or a
couple reckless driving. But they
owe all these fines and I have a
number of them that come before me that get caught driving
to work – so the situation already
exists to a lesser extent. But I do
think this has made the situation
much worse.”
Gilbert, who supports the fees
in concept but voted against the
final package due to some of the
same “flaws” Houff points to,
believes offenses such as driving
without a license should removed
from statute.
“Just because you’re driving
without a license doesn’t mean
you’re endangering other people.
It just means you don’t have the
permission of the state to be doing that. I think that aspect of
it probably should be looked at
pretty seriously about just removing it entirely because all that’s
going to do is pile it on people
who can’t afford to pay already
… I think you’re really piling on
the poor when you apply it to the
driving suspended. And that was
one of my biggest concerns,” Gilbert says.
“As a prosecutor my knee-jerk
reaction is I don’t have any problem with people who are causing
accidents and tying up our roads
delaying commutes because
there’s been an accident or a
drunk driving incident or something paying these fees,” Gilbert
says. “I don’t have a problem with
the people who use our roads improperly or dangerously to the
point where they are committing
jailable offenses paying more to
make sure that we have the resources we need to keep up with
the roads – the prosecutor in me
didn’t really have a problem with
that.
“But besides the out-of-state
driver inequities, my biggest
hang up as a prosecutor, knowing
what I know about this and what
I tried to relate to people during
the session when we were voting
on these things … is that you’re
going to end up with many more
suspended drivers licenses. And

State Delegate and Assistant Warren County Commonwealth’s Attorney Todd Gilbert
the reason is a lot of the people
we deal with in court are people
that aren’t financially able to pay
their fines as it is.”
One local attorney, Betty Molchany, agrees the fees will have a
devastating economic impact on
those least able to afford it and
consequently on the commonwealth as a whole.
“Following the repeal of this
law, as will surely happen, how do
you get the job back for the driver
who has lost it in the meantime
because he lost his license because he could not pay these exorbitant fees? It is a foolish and
callous law,” Molchany says.

Outcome?
While at this point Gilbert
does not foresee a special session of the General Assembly to
deal with the law, he thinks that
come the next scheduled session
in January all bets are off.
“I think everything is a possibility at this point, given how
it’s come out, given the public
reaction … there’s really not a
uniformity of opinion out there,
but clearly there’s been enough of
an uproar that everything from
tweaking it just a little bit to outright repeal is on the table at this
point. Nothing will surprise me,
whether we repeal it or just tweak
it here and there.”

PROTECTING YOUR FAMILY, HOME AND ENVIRONMENT
Customer Service, our first priority
• Residential and Commercial Pest Control
• Real Estate Settlement Inspection Certificates
• Termite Services/Liquid Barrier & Bait Systems • Mosquito Control/Nuisance Wildlife

Locally owned & operated • $25.00 off Any New Pest Control Services

Please call 540-622-2485 for your free inspection today!

New Beginnings Community Greetings
“Introducing Your Business to
New Homeowners in our Community”

***

P.O. Box 1025
Front Royal, VA 22630
540 635-8660
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Please support Warren County’s most popular newspaper by making sure these
advertisers know you saw them here!

Buracker Construction LLC
Custom Homes
buracker-construction.com
Looking for that special Mountain Estate or Weekend Getaway?

The Crawford
Insurance Agency, Inc.
Home • Auto • Business
636-6126
121 West 14th Street
www.crawfordinsuranceonline.com

Come tour the “Lodge” in scenic Bentonville, VA

Italian Restaurant
“Authentic Italian Meals”

·
·
·
·
·
·

Pasta
· Pizza
Steaks
· Chicken
Veal
· Stromboli
Full Course Dinners
Beer, Wine & Cocktails
Banquets up to 100

A Great Taste from Italy to the Valley
Mon thru Thurs 11am - 10pm · Fri & Sat 11-11 · Sun Noon-10pm · Closed Tues

865 John Marshall Hwy · Rt 55E near 522 Intersection

Situated on 9 scenic acres with views of the Shenadoah National Park and George Washington National Forest, this cedar log siding home is loaded with extra’s. Exterior framing
consists of 2” x 6” walls and R-19 insulation. The roof is a 50 year, standing seam metal
roof. The wrap around porch could virtually hold 100 rocking chairs. Inside, the Master
Bedroom is located on the Main Floor and has a cathedral ceiling, stone fireplace and
walk-in closet. The Master bath boasts a 4’ x8’ walk-in tile shower with 2 shower heads
and body sprays. The kitchen features Prestige Rustic Hickory Beadboard Cabinets and
granite counters. A 48” JennAir Cooktop with grill is in the center of the island. The
Great Room features another stone fireplace and cedar posts with carved Bear Heads.
The loft features a mural of a Virginia Wildlife scene. The two large upstairs bedrooms
each have their own full bath. Farmhouse style oak trim and 8’ oak doors. Want to come
see for yourself? Call 540-636-1879 to schedule a tour!

Mountain Mystic
Trading Company

Looking for land? We have building lots. mountainbrookestates.net
Do you have your own land, but are looking for a builder?
Give us a call 540-636-1879 or send an e-mail to buracker@comcast.net

This full-color ad will be read by about 15,000 people in Front Royal and Warren County.
It costs as little as $28.14 for a one-time insertion or $18.75 per issue with an annual contract. Give your business the boost it needs with an ad in Warren County’s most popular
newspaper by calling Holly at (540) 683-1078 or Rebecca at (540) 683-6311.

Offering a wide variety of sterling silver and gemstone jewelry, chimes, rock and mineral specimens, books, cards, journals, relaxing and meditative music, tapestries,
candles, incense, fragrance and essentials oils, stickers, antique jade carvings, and
so many more one of a kind items!

215-B South Street • Front Royal • 635-6318

Open everyday from 10-6, except Sunday from 12-5 and closed on Wednesdays
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Percy Sledge

A soul and pop legend at The Strasburg Theater
Percy Sledge still delivers with style and grace after 40 years

Even at his age, Sledge goes to his knees in the grip
of the emotion of “When a Man Loves a Woman,” the
song that started it all for him in 1966.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Percy Sledge’s July 21 performance at The Strasburg Theater
sent chills up and down my spine
– hey, I’m an old music guy from
way back and some things never
lose their power with age.
And that is definitely the case
with the 66-year-old Sledge, a
2005 Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
inductee and his eight-piece
road and recording band Sunset
Drive.
As reported on the Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame website, “If
Percy Sledge had only recorded
‘When a Man Loves a Woman,’
one of the greatest of all soul
songs, he would have earned his
place in the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame. No less an authority than
Jerry Wexler has called it “a transcendent moment … a holy love
hymn.” ‘When a Man Loves a

Woman,’ released on Atlantic in
1966, topped the R&B and pop
charts for weeks and raised the
bar for soul balladeering for all
time.
Sledge closed his Strasburg
Theater show with the song that
started it all for him in 1966 and
has led him to remain a highly
sought-after touring act around
the world to this day. Even at his
age, he went to his knees in the
grip of the emotionally carthatic
song Sledge says he carried with
him from early in his life.
“I hummed it all my life, even
when I was picking and chopping
cotton in the fields,” the Leighton,
Alabama native recalled.
“He improvised words to go
with his melody one night while
performing at a frat party at the
University of Mississippi, and
producer Quin Ivy, who was then
a college student, told him, ‘If you
ever think about cutting a record,

Sledge backstage with from left, Strasburg Theater owners Steve Evans and
Irene Trifolides (Panos was snapping away next to yours truly for the Theater
website) Andy and Mel Rogers and Paula Conrow.
come on by, because I love that
melody,” the R&R Hall of Fame
website reports the song was,
“inspired by a real-life situation
involving a girl who left Sledge
for another guy.”
Sledge’s distinctive vocal style
has been described as “forlorn,”
fitting to the heartbreak and hidden love songs that have highlighted his career and made his
music timeless. “The purity of
his voice,” music journalist Dave
Marsh has noted, “was something like hearing the South itself,
in all its bountiful, contradictory
mystery.” “When a Man Loves a
Woman” is noteworthy for being “literally the first Southern
soul record to top the pop charts,
Marsh added.
Heartbroken ballads about
loneliness, attraction and betrayal were Sledge’s specialty, and

This full-color ad will be read by about 15,000 people in Front Royal and Warren County.
It costs as little as $28.14 for a one-time insertion or $18.75 per issue with an annual contract. Give your business the boost it needs with an ad in Warren County’s most popular
newspaper by calling Holly at (540) 683-1078 or Rebecca at (540) 683-6311.

Front Royal’s Best-Kept Secret
“A true neighborhood experience”
• Newly Remodeled
• Mom’s Daily Lunch Specials
• Patio With Outdoor Dining
• Horseshoe Pits
• Newly covered pool tables
Tues: Open Mic Night
Wed - Sun: DJ & Karaoke
Thurs: Karaoke & Trivia
Wed starting at 9:00pm, we’re looking
for the Royal Village Tavern Idol. Winner
receives all exp. paid trip for 2 days and
nights to American Idol auditions in NY!

Royal
Village
Tavern
654 West 11th Street
540-636-8225
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Fox Meadow Winery
they filled the four albums he cut
during his late-Sixties tenure at
Atlantic when his reputation and
legend were cemented: When
a Man Loves a Woman (1966),
Warm and Tender Soul (1966),
The Percy Sledge Way (1967) and
Take Time and Know Her (1968).
Sledge has said, “Most artists
judge their success by how much
noise they create. I prefer my audience to be quiet.”
At his Strasburg Theater show
Sledge took the audience from
reverent silence to unabashed
joy in the space of a verse, song
or story. After Sunset Drive and
saxophonist/vocalist Ben Prunty
warned the crowd up with some
old R&B classics, it was time to
hand the mike over to “the man.”
Greeted with wild enthusiasm by
some female fans,
Sledge
quickly showed he still has the
voice that propelled a string of
great songs from the aforemetioned “When a Man Loves a
Woman,” to others equally as
great in this humble opinion, including ‘Take Time to Know Her,’

and my personal favorite – ‘At the
Dark Side of the Street,” with others ranking close, including “Out
of Left Field,” “Cover Me,” and
more.
Sledge said of “At the Dark Side
of the Street” – of all my songs,
this is one I don’t claim an emotional connection to,” – thanks
he pointed out, to his wife, Rosa,
who sometimes performs with
Sledge and sports an outstanding
voice in her own right. Noting his
happy homelife, Sledge was humorous and graceful in deflecting some enthusiastic female fan
promises of netherworld experiences best left to someone else’s
imagination.
Sledge’s easy humor and his
band helped move the show not
only through Sledge’s great hits,
but also covers, including Otis
Redding’s ‘Sitting on the Dock
of the Bay,’ The Temptations
‘My Girl,’ and Procol Harum’s ‘A
Whiter Shade of Pale’ – watch
the classic movie about an Irish
soul band, ‘The Commitments,’
to understand that latter connec-

tion.
Following the show, Sledge was
gracious backstage. After taking
photos of him with the Theater
owners and some fans, I dropped
my cool and stumbled forward
notebook in hand, “ Mr. Sledge,
I hate to lose my journalistic distance but could I have an autograph, please?”
“Don’t worry about it, a lot
of guys ask me for autographs,”
Sledge laughed, while signing.
Sledge then went out front to
mingle with his fans, autograph
CDs, posters and other paraphernalia.
I don’t know where in this world
I could have been that night that
I would have enjoyed being more
– of course the company, as usual, was great, the food tasty and
the Theater ownership and staff
friendly as always.
Hey Irene, Steve and Panos
– thanks for the memories!
E-mail the author (& Percy Sledge
fan):
sunrajah@yahoo.com

These Front Royal businesses have joined together to let you in on the...

“Best Kept Secret”
D.K. Pottery & Crafts
•
HAND-Painted
Wood, Glass, Ceramics, etc. (Special Orders & Personalization Encouraged.)
• Mort Künstler &
Civil War Prints
Painting Classes Now Forming
Drop in & sign up now!

Gourmet Delights
Gifts & Framing
• Custom Matting & Framing
• Gourmet Coffees & Teas
• Virginia Food Products
• Prints by Local Artists
• Pottery
• Hand-crafted Greeting Cards
• Gift Baskets

“Ol’ Dot’s Spot”
within Heaven Sent Shoppe

204 E. Main Street (540) 635-8610

Heaven Sent Shoppe

Come see the REAL NEW MEXICO!

South By Southwest Tours
• Personally Guided Tours!

119 Chester St. (540) 622-2060

From a release:
On the 21st and 22nd of July,
2007, the Third Atlantic Seaboard Wine Competition was
held at the elegant clubhouse of
the Regency at Dominion Valley
off Route 15 just north of I-66,
Haymarket exit.
This Atlantic Seaboard Wine
Competition is one of the few,
if only, wine competitions that
focuses on the wines being produced on the Atlantic Seaboard
that encompasses 17 states and
is promoting national consumer
awareness that there is a quality
wine producing region along the
East Coast of the United States,
as well as the West Coast.
Also, the Atlantic Seaboard
Wine Competition is unique
in that it conducts a variety of
public wine tasting events that
ensure that all wine entries in
the ASWC will be featured and
made available to an array of
interested, public wine consumers.

This year’s competition received 450 wine entries from
102 wineries in 13 states with
qualified judges from ten Atlantic Seaboard states, representing a cross section of the wine
industry’s market palate of wine
promotion and sales, including
winemakers, sommeliers, Masters of Wine, wine writers, wine
appreciation educators, restaurateurs, chefs and wine regulatory officials, who evaluated a full
array of wine varietals produced
from Vinifera, as well as Native
American and French Hybrid
grapes.
The Best of Show of the 450
entries was a 2005 Cabernet
Franc from Fox Meadow Winery
in Linden, Virginia, as well as 19
Best of Category awards, 32 gold,
104 silver and 161 bronze medal
winners.
The Vinifera Wine Growers Association (VWGA) is one of the
oldest wine trade associations on
the East Coast. Established in
1973, it was an early supporter of
the planting of world-class wine
grapes, the production of quality commercial wines and the
building of a sustainable wine
industry along the Eastern Seaboard. Today, the VWGA is a
state, national and international
trade association that promotes
public wine education and appreciation, as well as state and
federal legislative initiatives that
are conducive to the long-term
growth and economic viability of
the American wine industry.
The complete list of the 2007
Atlantic Seaboard Wine Competition winning wines and wineries, competition distinguished
judges’ bios and scoring procedures are available on the VWGA
website: www.vwga.org

Buyers: Thinking about buying? The deals are out
there! Call me for a list of homes under $200,000.
Are you or do you know someone
looking for that perfect lot to build
on. I have several lots in a new private mountain community, offering
views, underground electric, high
speed internet and more. Call me
for more info.

New Services:

• Rubber Stamps in 24 Hours
• Never-fade (dye sublimation) on
T-shirts/Coasters/Wine Bottle Covers/
Ceramic Tiles/Bookmarks & More!
• Personalized Gifts (Names/Photos/etc.)

Linden winery gets “Best in show”

(540) 631-3936 • (505) 803-5710
southbysouthwesttours@yahoo.com

Christi Boies: (540) 671-6494 • christiboies@mris.com
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Our Community DVD

‘Our Community’ DVD making the rounds
Parkers’ project gets the word out on what one community has to offer

‘Our Community’ is available free locally at both Parker’s Hanna Sign Company at 20 Water Street and The
Front Royal Visitors” Center on East Main Street.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
This month marks the beginning of phase two of distribution
of the promotional video about
Front Royal and Warren County
created by Shae and Lisa Parker.
“Our Community: Front Royal
(est. 1788), Warren County (est.
1836)” covers a lot of historical
and physical ground in 48 minutes and distribution of the first
1,000 of 4,000 planned copies
covered a lot of turf as well.
“We have already distributed
1,000 copies from Front Royal
to Australia,” Shae says. Shae,
who’s lilting vocal tones, developed preceding yours truly as another of the storied list of hosts
of WZRV’s Valley Today radio
talk show, narrates the 48-minute promotional video about his
community.
And it is the sense of community Shae and his wife Lisa find
here, as well as backgrounds in
media and marketing that led to
the genesis of the project.
“Community: noun: a group
of interdependent organisms inhabiting the same region and interacting with each other,” Shae
quoted from the dictionary in
explaining one theme he tried to
convey in the “Our Community”
video.
“As far as backgrounds, which
allowed us to pursue the idea, for

myself I have lived in Front Royal
and/or Warren County since
1979, and have seen the community grow and change over the
years. This is truly the only home
I’ve ever known. With that comes
pride in the community. And I
guess a strong desire to share that
pride with every resident and visitor was the biggest thing in propelling us to pursue the concept.”
So, how does a veteran radio
personality and his advertising
and marketing (would it be too
incestuous to point out Lisa also
works for WZRV/WFTR?) wife
come up with a film project concept?
“The project began in the summer of 2006. Lisa & I began a random discussion of local tourist
channels,” Shae explained. “You
know, when you go on vacation
somewhere and the first channel that comes on when you turn
the television on, talks about
things to do where to go and
eat, etc. The conversation then
switched to the Williamsburg
and Luray commercials on TV.
While we had no initial plan it
soon developed into a concept
for a DVD, which could be the
foundation for a Tourism channel
or just be a resource for residents
and tourist alike to take pride in
the community and find out the
background and what we have to
offer in ‘Our Community.’
“Along with Lisa’s marketing

background and my 15-plus-year
radio career, that allowed us to
handle much of the production
needs associated with producing
a DVD. After all one-third of it is
audio (we had that experience)
and another one-third was video
(everyone loves to take pictures).
The only other factor was to market the project and Lisa made
that happen.
“She went to established local
businesses, civic organizations
etc. and asked if they would like
to be featured. So these local
businesses and organizations
liked the concept and sort of
became the producers. We had
three different levels of advertisements and that was what paid the
production costs and allows us
to give the 4000 DVD’s away for
free. You can see by watching the
movie who chose to participate.
“The one organization I did approach that I felt we needed official support from was the Warren
Heritage Society and the Laura
Virginia Hale Archives. While we
did not request monetary support from them, to truly tell the

story of ‘Our Community’ we
needed access to the wealth of old
images of the community,” Shae
says of the project’s evolution. “It
is a 48 minute film broken into
six chapters, including an overview/introduction, followed by
a 15-minute chapter on our history. We also include shopping &
dining, things to do (parks/museums/attractions), community
living (schools/ services/government) and industry.
“The most interesting things
we encountered is how much
work the project actually was.
How do you take 11,000 years of
history and tell it in 15 minutes?
It was sort of like that with every
part of the community we discussed. We could touch on a subject or mention it but we couldn’t
really get too in depth. That is
where we point the viewer in the
directions to go out into the community and learn more of the history, or remind them to visit a local, state or national park, or any
of the other sites discussed in the
film.
The other thing that really stuck

out in my mind was the fact that
in order to truly use this as a tool
to encourage anyone outside of
the community to take advantage
of what we have to offer here,
we had to first encourage our
own residents to utilize what our
community offers. This meant to
some degree changing residents’
opinions and attitudes about the
community. And I think anyone
who watches the DVD will agree
it encourages pride in our community.”
For those of you closer than
Australia, looking for a 48-minute dose of pride in where you
reside, and perhaps a reminder
of what makes this community a
sought-after destination by visitors from around the world, ‘Our
Community’ is available free locally at both Parker’s Hanna Sign
Company at 20 Water Street and
The Front Royal Visitors” Center on East Main Street. Parker
points out ‘Our Community’ will
also be distributed at the upcoming Warren County Fair and various seasonal festivals.

Shae, Lisa Parker and a few of their DVD’s at - of all places the Front Royal Visitors’ Center. At far left is Shae’s painting of the old Front Royal Fire Station.
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Warren County

County not interested in purchase of Afton Inn
Suggest EDA help town re-establish communications with owner
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Warren County would not be
interested in having the Front
Royal-Warren County Economic
Development Authority follow a
town-county initiative to pursue
a purchase or sale of the historic
Afton Inn at the main intersection of downtown Front Royal.
That was the assessment of the
board of supervisors during a
work session following the regular meeting of July 16.
However, the county suggested
the EDA could help the town
in efforts to contact the owner,
Northern Virginia developer
Frank Barros to assist in any marketing efforts or other plans he
may have for the deteriorating
structure purchased for $475,000
about two years ago.
Estimates were heard at the
work session that it would take
another million dollars plus to
adequately restore and renovate
the building. Barros’s expertise in raising and moving large
structures is believed to have
been a factor in his purchase of
the building, several supervisors
said.
EDA Executive Director Paul
Carroll told the board he felt the
EDA would be limited legally in
approaching the owner of any
private property about time
frames within which to proceed
on any project on their property.
However, Carroll said the EDA
would do what it could to restore
communications between Barros
and the Town of Front Royal.
The downturn in the real estate
market was cited as a possible
factor in delays in Barros moving forward with work on the
Afton Inn. Carroll verified that it
was his understanding that Barros had not returned attempted
communications from the town
for some time.
North River Supervisor Ron
Llewellyn said he believed the
town was in the best position to
force Barros’s hand, if that was
the intent, based on safety issues surrounding the old and occasionally crumbling structure.
However, Llewellyn said from his

perspective the last thing anyone
might want would be a condemnation of the building leading to
its being razed, rather than raised
and renovated.
The discussion came as a result
of an inquiry from Town Manager Michael Graham after town
council discussion about stagnation on Barros’s plans to renovate
the building. Those initial plans
led council to overrule its own
architectural review board that
had rejected Barros plan to add
four floors that would have exceeded existing downtown building guidelines.
Getting along
During its work session the
board also said it would give the
town the time it needed to access
the amount of commercial trash
it collects and sends to the county
landfill. The town’s undercutting
of the county’s commercial trash
hauler due to waived tipping fees
for the town at the landfill has
been a matter of recent concern
to the contractor and therefore
the county.
An earlier request for a town
estimate on its commercial trash
dumping had been interpreted
as carrying an Aug. 1 deadline.
Several board members acknowledged the council had given the
county time to deal with a phasing out of the controversial BPOL
business licensing tax, and said
returning the favor was appropriate.
Also at the work session, Board
Chairman Richard Traczyk said
he had discussed the Energy
Answers trash burning power
plant exploration by the town
with Mayor James Eastham. He
said Eastham had explained the
town council perspective that the
matter had not moved nearly far
enough along for a formal notice
or involvement of the county.
However, Traczyk noted that
due to a dearth of official information on the county side, several northside county industrial
businesses had expressed alarm
and aggressive opposition to any
such operation locating anywhere
near them on county land. Those

businesses were identified as the
Interbake cookie-making plant
and the Baugh Northeast Cooperative (formerly SYSCO) food
cold storage plant.
During the regular meeting
earlier that evening, Traczyk disputed claims by some councilmen that the EDA should have
been keeping the county abreast
of the status of town discussion
with Energy Answers about its
refuse burning for power operations. Traczyk said it was his understanding the EDA had been
directly discouraged by Town
Manager Graham, at council direction, from discussing the matter with the county. The reason
was again said to be the early
point at which the discussion
were.
South River Supervisor Gray
Blanton said the discussions
he had had with the mayor as a
member of the refuse committee were “very informal,” what he
termed “dinner party conversation.”
Llewellyn said despite the technology employed and possible
environmental friendliness of the
Energy Answers process, he believed such a project would be a
hard sell in a community still not
totally recovered from the environmental disaster that Avtex
was.
“I’ve talked to Jim (Eastham)
about this too, and I don’t share
his enthusiasm for the project, even if the science is there,”
Llewellyn said. “I cringe when
I hear that Virginia is in the top
five, or is it two, in the country in
importing other people’s trash . . .
maybe the technology has caught
up to accomplish it safely but
I don’t know if I want to be the
guinea pig to find that out.”
Traczyk said the county and
town would work to establish
better communications on the
project in the future.
Family vs. developers
Also during the work session,
the board expressed a willingness to reach a compromise on a
$25,000 proffer requirement suggested by staff on a family subdivi-

sion request presented that night.
While staff and some supervisors
worried about setting precedents
others developers could take
advantage of, Llewellyn, a commercial developer himself, said
he saw a significant difference in
small family subdivision requests
like Robert Stepp’s – and those,
“say I might make.”
Llewellyn encouraged the board
to reduce, if not totally eliminate
for its own legal protection, any
proffer required of Stepp to provide a home lot for his son. “I
know we negotiate proffers up
and down with commercial developers, I don’t see why we can’t
do the same here,” he said.
Tax relief audit
At the regular meeting of July
16, the board also approved including an audit of the Tax Relief
for the Elderly and Disabled Program administered by the Commissioner of the Revenue.
County Revenue Commissioner
John Smedley requested an audit
be included in the county’s current round of departmental audits
in a recent press release. Smedley
said on WZRV, 95.3 FM’s News
at Noon show the previous week
that he hoped to get the issue be-

Goodway
Mart
Robbed
From a release:
July 30, 2007

The Front Royal Police Department is investigating a report
of a robbery which occurred at
the Goodway Mart, 1207 North
Royal Avenue on July 28, 2007.
According to authorities, officers responded to a call received at 9:38 P.M. reporting
that a white male had robbed a
female clerk of an undisclosed
amount of money. It is unclear

hind him this election year. Every
four years since 1998, Smedley’s
handling of the tax relief program has been the focal point of
those challenging the five-term
incumbent for his Constitutional
Office. Many of the elderly qualified for the program are seen as
a significant portion of Smedley’s
support base in the community.
However, during discussion
prior to the July vote adding the
program to this year’s county audits, it was stated that the results
of the audit weren’t likely to be
available before early next year.
Happy Creek Supervisor Tony
Carter, who’s name has often been
linkied with calls for audits of the
tax relief program stated that he
hoped an audit would show that
the program is being properly
administered and the issue would
cease to be a matter of contention
between the board and Smedley.
Carter said oversight of all county-funded programs was part of
the fiscal responsibility of the
board and wasn’t meant to single
Smedley out.
Privacy issues have been a past
sticking point due to the amount
of confidential information contained in the tax relief files under
the auspices of the Commissioner
of the Revenue.
whether or not the suspect was
armed at the time of the offense,
but indicated that he had something in his pocket. The suspect
is described at 5’7”-5’9”” tall,
with reddish hair, freckles and
wearing a light-colored shirt and
blue jeans. He was last seen on
Fairview Avenue after exiting the
front door of the business.
No one was injured in the incident and anyone with information is encouraged to call Corporal Steve Mauck of the Criminal
Investigation Division at 6362208, or the Front Royal Police
Department main number, 6352111. Callers may also utilize
the Front Royal/Warren County
Crime Solvers line at 635-9900.
If the call to the Crime Solvers
line leads to an arrest and indictment, the caller may be eligible
for a reward of up to $1,000.00.
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R-MA Announces Third Quarter Awards
From a release:
Randolph-Macon Academy is pleased to announce the winners of the third quarter (January-March) awards for faculty and staff:
Teacher of the 3rd Quarter: Master Sergeant Michael Sullivan, USAF (ret)
MSgt Sullivan is one of R-MA’s four Air Force JROTC instructors. A longtime favorite of the students, MSgt Sullivan excels at engaging them in the Air Force JROTC program,
teaching them not only the physics of flight and how to march, but how to be leaders as well. His emphasis on being young gentlemen and ladies shows in the students’ demeanor
in and out of the classroom.
Mentor of the 3rd Quarter: Chief Master Sergeant Norman Brander, USAF (ret)
CMSgt Brander mentored to several freshmen this year with exceptional grace. The manner in which he listens to his boys helps them to see their self worth as human beings.
He also has an uncanny ability to reason with his boys and help them see the need for introspection and reflection.
Employee of the 3rd Quarter: Jackie Barnard
Mr. Barnard, director of maintenance, led his groups through a number of personnel changes, an ice storm, power outage, heat and air conditioning issues, and oven and dining
hall breakdowns. He also supervised the arrival and installation of the Air Force honor guard statues, and directed the reconstruction of the brick patio.
Team of the 3rd Quarter: The Grounds Team
Under the direction of Tom Laourdarkis, the grounds department worked hard to make sure that the campus was beautiful for the April 21st dedication of the U.S. Air Force
Honor Guard statue. In addition to their normal workloads, they had to re-seed grass, and repaired campus roads and parking areas damaged by winter weather.

VOLUNTARY WATER CONSERVATION MEASURES SUGGESTED IN THE TOWN OF FRONT ROYAL
Voluntary water restrictions are hereby suggested for all Town of Front Royal water customers effective immediately, Town Manager J. Michael Graham announced today. This
is because of low flows in the Shenandoah River for the past 14 days. According to the Town Code, this is a required reaction to consistent low flows in the River. The Director of
Public Utilities, Joseph E. Waltz, has advised that the Shenandoah River has a 14-day running average that requires voluntary conservation measures be imposed.
Citizens are requested to take water conservation measures wherever they can including to stop watering shrubbery, trees, lawns, grass, plants, or any other vegetation, (except
indoor plantings, greenhouse and commercial nursery stocks, and new plantings less that one year old) between the hours of 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM.
The outdoor washing of automobiles, trucks, trailers, boats, airplanes, or other types of mobile equipment, the washing of private streets, driveways, parking lots, service station grounds, other paved outdoor surfaces between the hours of 9:00 AM and 4:00 are also on the list to be stopped.
It is also suggested that ornamental fountains be closed unless the water is recycled and the filling of swimming and/or wading pools be postponed, except for the topping off
to maintain the appropriate levels.
The public’s cooperation is requested.

JOHN MARSHALL HIGHWAY
INTERSECTION & SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS
PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING
7:00 pm – Monday, August 6, 2007
The Department of Public Works will conduct a Public Information Meeting for proposed improvements on John Marshall Highway on Monday, August 6, 2007 at 7:00 pm in the third floor conference
room of the Town Hall, located at 16 North Royal Avenue.
The planned improvements include the construction of a left-turn lane on John Marshall Highway at
Richmond Road, extension of the left-turn on John Marshall Highway at Westminster Drive, construction of a sidewalk from Jamestown Road to Westminster Drive, and turn restrictions at the intersection
of Jamestown Road.
These improvements are proposed to help mitigate the anticipated increased traffic associated with
the new High School opening on Westminster Drive in September 2007.
Plans are available for review prior to the meeting at the Walter Duncan Public Works Center located
at 800 Crosby Road behind Bing Crosby Stadium.
If you have any questions about these improvements, please contact the Department of Public Works
at (540) 635-7819.

Are you in the Warren County Fair Pageant?

PAGEANT UPDO”S
$25.00
Just Teas’n Day Spa and Hair Salon
235 Chester Street

Walk-ins Welcome • Appointments Available • (540) 635-8600
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Kevin S. Engle

An Annual Thing
By Kevin S. Engle
Warren County Report

Remember how much you
liked going to the doctor when
you were a kid? Probably not.
Kids don’t like going there. Most
adults feel the same way. It’s not
the kind of thing you outgrow.
For me, trips to the doctor’s office
are downright embarrassing.
I have to go to the dermatologist at least once a year because I
have light skin. I can burn in less
time than it takes to drink a cup
of coffee. If you’ve never been to
one, the routine goes something
like this. Take off your clothes
and wait for the doctor. Yeah,
you can keep your underwear on,
and hey, why not put on one of
those too small hospital gowns as
well. You know the ones? They’ll
leave you feeling a draft in your
aft. Ok, now sit there and wait. I
don’t know about you, but I’m not
much for sitting around in public
places in my underwear. When I
have to, I get a bit self-conscious.
And despite a room tempera-

ture that’s slightly above arctic, I
begin to perspire. A lot. When
the doctor finally pops in, I’m a
puddle of sweat, like Frosty the
Snowman when he was trapped
in the greenhouse by Professor
Hinkle, the evil magician. Did I
mention my dermatologist is a
female? Did I mention how I’m
dressed? After some brief chitchat, she examines me from head
to toe. And like the grand finale at
the end of a 4th of July fireworks
show, when she reaches down my
shorts to do an inspection, even
someone with the world’s worst
case of attention deficit disorder
would take notice. Whoa boy!
All males, regardless of age,
should have certain parts of their
anatomy examined each year to
make sure all is ok in that neck
of the woods. Of course, there’s
a particular way to dress for this
examination. I call it naked.
That’s another cue for the sweat
glands to kick into high gear.
As guys say goodbye to their 30s
and hello to 40, an annual physical includes new and wonderful

things. The family doctor offers
his congratulations on reaching
that milestone and promptly rewards us with our first prostate
exam. That’s one gift I could
do without. Although I’m not a
plumber, I know enough about
valves to understand that fluids
are supposed to move in a certain direction. Take the toilet
for example. When you flush,
the water drains down and out
through the pipes. That’s good.
If it goes the other way, that’s not
good. Our bodies are much the
same. When we swallow, food
goes down. That’s good. If later
on, it comes back up, that’s bad.
My aft region is used to pushing
outward. Good. The doctor examining my prostate, not good.
Another new addition to my
yearly checkup is the hemoccult
test. At least I do this one by myself in my own home, although
playing with poop is not a lot of
fun no matter where you do it.
Yes, the information gained from
the test is very important, but
getting that information ain’t no

party. The kit comes with specimen collection paper. Think of it
as a close cousin to the seat protectors you find in public restrooms. You’re supposed to place
the collection paper in the commode and then do your thing.
The problem is the paper isn’t
strong enough to catch anything.
As soon as something lands on it,
it sinks to the bottom of the commode faster than the Titanic. Because the instructions specifically
say to obtain a sample untouched
by water, guess what? Better luck
next time. When the collection
paper is up to the task, it’s play
time. Grab one of the popsicle
sticks, root around a bit and then
smear it on the test kit like you
were spreading peanut butter on
toast. Yeah, it’s disgusting. And
once isn’t enough. You’ll need to
do this on three separate occasions.
I probably shouldn’t complain
too much. My wife tells me
women don’t have it any better.

Front Royal
Police host
women’s
self defense
training
From a release:
The Front Royal Police Department will be conducting
a women’s self defense training class on Monday, August 6,
2007 from 7:00 P.M until 10:00
P.M. The class will be held at the
Front Royal Volunteer Fire Department located on Commerce
Avenue.
Instructors for the class will
be Sergeant Clint Keller and Officer Andrew Redman. A maximum of 30 participants will be
allowed.
Anyone interested in registering for the class is asked to contact the Dispatch Center at the
Front Royal Police Department
at 540-635-2111. There is no
charge for the class.

Daughter of the Stars Master Naturalist Chapter in the Northern Shenandoah Valley Launches Training

From a release:
A Virginia Master Naturalist
Program will be offered by the
newly formed Daughter of the
Stars Virginia Master Naturalist Chapter serving the northern Shenandoah Valley and its
mountain environs. Adults who
are curious about nature, enjoy
the outdoors, want to be a part
of natural resource stewardship
in Virginia, and desire to share
their knowledge with others are
encouraged to train and receive
Virginia Master Naturalist certification. The Virginia Master
Naturalist Program is a statewide program developed to train
a corps of volunteers to provide
environmental education, out-

reach, and service to our local
communities with the intent to
appreciate, understand, and conserve the natural resources as well
as the natural areas in Virginia .
This local chapter is being coordinated by representatives from
the Virginia Cooperative Extension; the Smithsonian’s National
Zoo, Conservation and Research
Center ; and University of Virginia ’s Blandy Experimental Farm.
Statewide program partners also
include the Virginia Department
of Game and Inland Fisheries,
the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation, the
Virginia Department of Forestry,
and the Virginia Museum of Natural History.
Course Dates: August 23-October 4, 2007
There will be seven weekly
classes scheduled on Thursday
evenings from 6:00-9:00 PM and
four field excursions scheduled
on Saturdays during the month
of September from 9:00 AM-4:00
PM. Class location will alternate
between the Smithsonian’s Na-

tional Zoo, Conservation and Research Center just south of Front
Royal in Warren County and
University of Virginia ’s Blandy
Experimental Farm just off Route
50 in Clarke County . Go to the
chapter web site www.virginiamasternaturalist.org/daughterofthestars.html to view the
course program, list of instructors, and specific class times and
locations.
Program: Daughter of the Stars
VA Master Naturalist training
will include classroom instruction, field trips, and practical interpretive experience related to
Virginia biogeography and geology, weather and climate, general ecology, wetland and terrestrial habitats, vegetation types,
wildlife, and conservation issues
specific to the northern Shenandoah Valley and neighboring
mountains.
Participants will
earn their VA Master Naturalist
certification upon completion of
this course and 40 hours of chapter-approved service hours in
environmental stewardship, edu-

cation, and/or research. Possible
projects include participating in
interpretive programs, ecological
research, habitat restoration, and
wildlife censuses. Certification
is kept current upon the annual
completion of 40 hours volunteer
service and an additional 8 hours
of advanced training that will be
offered by the chapter.
Registration: Forms are available at Warren County Virginia
Cooperative Extension office,
which is located in the Warren
County Government Center in
Front Royal.
Forms are also available online
at www.virginiamasternaturalist.
org/daughterofthestars.html.
Class size is limited to 30 participants. Registration will close
August 9, 2007.
Cost: $95.00 which includes >
40 contact hours of instruction, a
comprehensive Daughter of the
Stars Virginia Master Naturalist reference workbook, and an
Audubon Society Field Guide to
the Mid-Atlantic States .
Contact (for more informa-

tion about this course): Trish
Bartholomew,
(540)-675-9956
(home); (540) 675-1190 (work),
or (540) 522-1386 (cell); e-mail:
tbart1@earthlink.net or Candace Lutzow-Felling, Director of
Education, Blandy Experimental
Farm, (540) 837-1758 ext. 230,
e-mail: lutzow-felling@virginia.
edu
Virginia Master Naturalist programs and employment are open
to all, regardless of race, color,
national origin, sex, religion, age,
disability, political beliefs, sexual
orientation, or marital or family
status. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
If you are a person with a disability and desire any assistive
devices, services or other accommodations to participate in this
activity, please contact Matthew
Yancey, Extension Agent, Natural
Resources, Virginia Cooperative
Extension at 540-564-3080/800828-1128) during the business
hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
to discuss accommodations at
least five days prior to the event.
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Who Let the Dogs Out on Michael Vick?

By Dave Zirin
(reprinted by permission of the
author)
In our sweaty, panting, 24-hour
media culture, “presumption of
innocence” seems almost quaint,
the legal equivalent of a potbellied stove.
This is certainly the feel of
things in the curious case of the
People vs. Michael Vick. The Atlanta Falcons quarterback was indicted July 17 on federal charges
of conspiracy for alleged involvement in a dog fighting operation
in Virginia – and the media have

released the hounds.
In what can charitably be called
a sprint to judgment, MSNBC’s
Michael Ventre opines that Vick
should be “suspended for life”
from the NFL. As if he has a desk
inside the federal prosecutor’s
office, Ventre writes, “When the
general public starts to hear gory
tidbits about the savagery that
was allegedly condoned by the
Falcons’ quarterback, he will be
persona non grata in society, let
alone the NFL.”
But Ventre wasn’t the only one
in attack mode before all the dogs
in this legal fight were let out of

their cages.
Greg Couch of the Chicago
Sun-Times had a piece called
“Put the Bite on Vick Now;” Mark
Starr of Newsweek wanted him
benched immediately (the NFL
soon agreed); and sports radio
has been a-twitter with coverage
that can charitably be called repugnant.
America Online’s highly trafficked Fanhouse discussion board
turned ugly. The offending posts
have now been scrubbed from
the board, but when I checked
earlier this week, there were calls
to “hang him from a tree” as well

as a liberal use of the N-word.
(Please tell the NAACP that it’s
not just rappers who say that.)
The case is no longer just about
what Vick did or did not do on
the property he owned in Virginia
that housed an alleged dog fighting operation. It’s about celebrity,
racism, the South and the precarious position of the AfricanAmerican athlete. As someone
in the Atlanta sports-radio universe described the local populace – “Half hate him. Half don’t.
Why? He’s a black quarterback
who represents hip-hop culture.”
Michael Vick is in a world of
trouble. If convicted, the career
of an NFL marquee player – the
only quarterback ever to rush for
more than 1,000 yards in a season – now stands in serious jeopardy.
As sports legal expert Lester
Munson explained on ESPN.com
“The government’s case includes
evidence that Vick and his cohorts ‘tested’ pit bulls for ferocity. If the dogs failed the test, the
indictment charges, they were
executed by hanging or drowning. In one case, with Vick present, the document says a dog was
slammed to the ground until it
was dead. In another incident, a
dog was soaked with a hose and
then electrocuted. Those aren’t
the sort of transgressions that
lead to probation and community
service. It’s the kind of behavior
that results in punishment, and
the punishment will be jail time.”
Fighting dogs is an ugly, brutal
business, and none of this is to
excuse anything that may or may
not have happened. But whether
Vick is found guilty or not, the
self-righteousness of the media
and the many Vick-bashers is
staggering.
American culture celebrates violent sports – especially football
– and is insensitive to the consequences that the weekly scrum
has on the bodies and minds
of its players. We love a sport
where any given play can be a
player’s last. We accept that after
44-year-old former Philadelphia
Eagle Andre Waters committed
suicide the autopsy revealed that
his brain resembled someone
with early-stage Alzheimer’s due
to repeated concussions.
We ignore that a Hall of Fame

running back, the once-unstoppable Earl Campbell, can barely
get out of a car without assistance. We forget that Johnny
Unitas, the greatest quarterback
to play the game, couldn’t grip a
football by the time of his death.
But in Vick’s case, when this media-massaged package of NFL
fury fails to remain safely contained on the field, the sports establishment throws up its hands
in horror.
I asked one player why some
NFL players are attracted to dog
fighting, and he said, “It’s exciting, it’s violent and it’s high-impact.”
That could easily be an ad for
the NFL.
Another player, when I asked
him about dog fighting, called it
a case of “trickle-down violence,”
a pastime in which players make
the journey from controlled to
controller.
Whether Vick is guilty is for
the courts to decide. Meanwhile,
let’s turn the magnifying glass on
a society that condones so much
violence in war, film and sport.
Let’s question the media’s rush to
judgment when the violence spills
over into a shadow game where
animals are brutally exploited in
the service of violent entertainment. Let’s ask why some of these
fans can decry the treatment of
dogs but barely acknowledge the
pain of Earl Campbell. And let’s
all wonder whether just this once,
the media will take a nice cold
shower and reflect for just a moment on the role they play in this
enduring hypocrisy.
Dave Zirin is the author of the
new book “Welcome to the Terrordome:” with an intro by Chuck
D (Haymarket) and “What’s
my Name Fool,” an exploration
of politics and resistance during the career of Muhammed Ali
and others in the sports world.
You can receive his column Edge
of Sports, every week by going to
http://zirin.com/edgeofsports/
?p=subscribe&id=1.
Contact him at edgeofsports@
gmail.com] This article can be
also be found on the web at
h t t p : / / w w w. t h e n a t i o n . c o m /
doc/20070730/southpaw
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Ads
Now Available at Prospect Hill Cemetery: Monuments, Cremation
Urns, Cremation Niches, In Ground Vases, Bronze Flag Holders and
Monument Cleaning

Prospect Hill Cemetery Association, Inc.
200 W. Prospect Street • Front Royal, VA 22630 • 540-635-5468

All ‘D’series memorial art property of Design Mart. Copyright © 1978-2005 Design Mart. Used with permission. All other rights
reserved. License #L 0010002

Lawyers serving
injured persons
involved in:
• Automobile accidents
• Tractor-trailer
accidents
• Wrongful death cases
• Workers’
compensation
losses
Carl N. Lauer

Managing Attorney

636-3030

This ad will be read by
about 15,000 people in
Front Royal and Warren
County.
It costs as little as $258.75
for a one-time insertion or
$172.50 per issue with an
annual contract.

1-800-698-4907

Need the perfect
DJ or Karaoke Host
for your Wedding or
Private Party?
Call Rebecca at
(540) 683-6311

Give your business the
boost it needs with an ad
in Warren County’s most
popular newspaper by
calling Holly at (540) 6831078 or Rebecca at (540)
683-6311.
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The Dead River

Report Names Key Polluters:
Potomac Riverkeeper targets key offenders to protect Potomac and tributaries
From a release:

“The Potomac River, the primary source of drinking water for 4
million people, is being treated
like a sewer,” according to a new
report released July 23 by Potomac Riverkeeper, Inc. (PRK).
The report, “Protecting the
Potomac,” identifies 41 key polluters among the hundreds of
industrial, sewage treatment and
agricultural facilities that dump
pollution and waste into the Potomac River every day. These 41
offenders have been targeted by
Potomac Riverkeeper and its attorneys for further action.
“Pollution has become an increasingly serious problem for
the Potomac watershed, and the
repercussions are more and more
evident,” said Ed Merrifield, Executive Director of PRK. “It’s
time for us to identify the greatest offenders, including those
who break the law repeatedly, and
stop the damage they are causing
to this precious resource.”
Potomac Riverkeeper routinely
reviews the performance of facilities that hold state permits to
discharge specific concentrations
of pollutants into the Potomac
River and its tributaries. “Protecting the Potomac” identifies
235 facilities in the District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, and West Virginia that
hold state permits, with some
dumping anywhere from twice to
more than ten times the amount
of toxins into the river than their
permits allow. Some facilities,
many of which are upstream
from public water supplies and
valuable fishing beds, have continued their excessive discharges
for years. The list begins on page
22 of the report.
The highest number of Potomac polluters listed is in Virginia, with 99. Maryland has 81;
West Virginia has 33; The District
has 14; and Pennsylvania has 8.
PRK, with its attorneys, is focusing on 41 of the most persistent illegal polluters (listed
below), calling on them to limit
their discharges and come back
into compliance with their permits. PRK has sent ten violators

a 60-day letter of intent to sue under the citizen lawsuit provisions
of the Clean Water Act. Six have
had enforcement action initiated (Berkeley County PSSD and
Warm Springs PSD in West Virginia, SIL International in Virginia, and the City of Hagerstown,
the Department of Natural Resources and National Capital
Skeet and Trap Club in Maryland). Four have not yet had further action taken (Cumberland
Township PSD in Pennsylvania,
Knobley Estates Sanitary Corp. in
West Virginia, and Pilgrims Pride
Corp. and Cargill Meat Solutions
Corp. in VA). The remaining 31
are being monitored closely for
further action.
“We will not tolerate facilities that have no concern for the
impact their actions have on the
millions of people who rely on
this resource for drinking water,
not to mention the wildlife that
live in and around the river,” added Merrifield.
“Protecting the Potomac” describes the most troubling problems facing the Potomac watershed, including: sediment, raw
sewage, high levels of chlorine,
lead, phosphorus and nitrogen,
disease-carrying fecal matter,
hormone-disrupting chemicals
that cause fish to develop charac-

teristics of the opposite sex, and
the sudden decline of fish populations, called “fish kills.”
There have been seven major
fish kills in the Potomac watershed in the past few years. The
2005 fish kill wiped out 80% of
adult smallmouth bass and redbreasted sunfish. Fish populations are plummeting; recreational fishing in the Shenandoah
River (part of the Upper Potomac
Watershed in Virginia) has largely
been wiped out over the past five
years, causing local fishing guides
to quit the business.
The report also describes PRK’s
strategy for addressing major
polluters, which includes, monitoring the river for signs of environmental damage with the help
of volunteer Riverwatchers and
enforcing the Clean Water Act
with the help of regional environmental law clinics.
The 41 “key polluters” of the
Potomac and its tributaries, as
ID’ed by PRK:
Maryland:
Ballenger Creek WWTP (wastewater treatment plant)
Celanese WWTP
Cumberland WWTP
Eastalco Aluminum
Fort Detrick WWTP
Hagerstown STP

Wouldn’t
your ad look
great here?
Call Holly at
(540) 683-1078

La Plata WWTP
MD DNR & National Capital
Skeet and Trap Club
Mattawoman WWTP
Mettiki Coal, LLC
Mirant Dickerson
Mirant Maryland Ash Management, LLC
Mirant Mid-Atlantic, LLC
Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Indian Head Division
NewPage Corp.
Piscataway WWTP
Seneca Creek WWTP
Taneytown WWTP
Thurmont WWTP
Trans-Tech, Inc.
Upper Potomac River Commission
Westminster WWTP
Pennsylvania:
Cumberland Township Authority
Virginia:
Arlington County WPFC
Cargill Meat Solutions Corp.
Coors Brewing Company
Dahlgren District WWTP
Massanutten Public Service STP
Merck and Company, Inc.
Mirant Corp., Alexandria
Petersburg, City of
SE
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Pilgrim’s Pride Corp.
Sheaffer International (SIL), Timberville, VA
West Virginia:
Berkeley Springs PSSD
Fort Ashby PSD
Knobley Estates Sanitary Corp.
Moorefield, City of
Mountain Top PSD
Warm Springs PSD   
Willow Springs PSC
District of Columbia:
GSA Southeast Federal Center
(About Potomac Riverkeeper:
Potomac Riverkeeper, Inc. (PRK)
is a nonprofit organization that
protects and restores the Potomac
and its tributaries through community action and enforcement.
PRK monitors the river’s ecosystem, challenges polluters, and
fights for new and stronger regulations governing use of this great
resource, using both legal and
grassroots campaigns. The organization is part of a nationwide
network of Riverkeeper organizations called the Waterkeeper Alliance. For more information, visit
www.potomacriverkeeper.org.
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Lucky in Linden

Linden’s Sonny Leonard wins 2007 Harley Davidson!
From a release:
Sonny Leonard, resident of
Linden , VA , just won a brand
new 2007 Harley-Davidson from
Patriot in Fairfax , VA !
As a Patriot Harley-Davidson
“Regular Rider”, once a year, one
lucky customer is selected randomly to win a bike, and Sonny
won. The program just started
about 6 months ago, and the winner is notified by email. His first
reaction: “I can’t believe this is
true. When I got my Regular Rider Card I thought, what are the
chances I can win a bike? When
I got the email telling me I had
won, I checked my SPAM filter,
thinking it couldn’t be for real!
This is the best thing that has
ever happened to me!” said Sonny
while selecting the 2007 bike he’d
be taking home from Patriot.
He selected a 2007 Suede Blue
and Black Two toned FLSTC
(Heritage Classic Softail). He
liked the Old School look and
wanted something that would
compliment his 99 Ultra Classic. It was his daughter’s favor-

ite, now 13 years old. She’s been
riding with Dad since she was 7
years old. Sonny works at the

Luckstone Quarry in Centreville,
but he won’t be riding his new
bike there, way too much dust!

Sonny has been riding motorcycles since he was a kid, he especially likes to take long rides

Del. Clifford L. “Clay” Athey, Jr.
18th District House of Delegates
Serving Fauquier, Frederick, and Warren County

through the Shenandoah Valley.

All lines of insurance:
Auto  Health
 Business
 Life
 Home
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Stacey & I thank you for the opportunity to serve.
If I can be of any help, please contact me at (540) 635-7917,
			
in Richmond at: (804) 698-1018,
			
by E-Mail at: DelCAthey@house.state.va.us,
			
or by mail at:
PO Box 406, Room 510
						
Richmond, VA 23218
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Mary Ellen South

The Family Dollar Bunny Story
By Mary Ellen South
Warren County Report

If you live on Fairground
Road or work at the Family Dollar Distribution
Center, you no doubt have
seen the bunnies who live
on the grounds there. Back
in early spring, several domestic bunnies appeared
on the property very near
the road. It seems that
someone dropped them
off or they “flew their
coop” from someone’s
home. At any rate, they
settled down in the culvert near the entrance to
the plant. The leader of
the pack was a beautiful
white, fluffy, burrowing fe-

peared. Unfortunately, a week
later she was spotted in the middle of the road having been hit by
a vehicle. Those of us who travel
the road daily were quite upset
to see this accident and feared
the worse for the remaining family members. But spring passed,
the bunnies have grown- thanks
to the help of Family Dollar employees and neighbors who leave
food and drink- the grass around
the facility grew and all seemed
happy. Those babies are now full
grown, and scurry to hide when

Washington,
VA
Washington,VA
VA
Washington,
540-675-1190

male. She obviously had a mate,

because in April small babies ap-

Remarkable Woman
Louise LaBarca

By Mary Ellen South
Warren County Report
Louise LaBarca came to Warren County many years ago when
her husband, John, was transferred to the Dupont facility here.
She immediately adjusted to the
“country living” style she was certainly not familiar with. She had
grown up in Philadelphia, PA ,
gotten a nursing degree and married. Like all of us “older women”
we followed our husband wherever their jobs led us. After a few
years, the LaBarcas’moved on.
Almost seventeen years ago,
they returned to Front Royal
when John was named plant
manager at Dupont. She had a
feeling they would be here for
awhile, maybe even retire here, so
she dug right in and got involved
with the community. Always
a lover of plants, she became a
member of the Garden Club of
Warren County. A few years later
she and other club members noticed tree planting projects were
taking place throughout communities in the state of Virginia.
Front Royal was not to be left
out. After realizing the enormity
of such a project, the club needed

you try to get too close. This reporter tried her best to get a photo but with no cooperation what
so ever.
The facilities manager informed us that animal control
was called but because they are
domestic rabbits, they cannot be
considered dangerous or need to
be trapped.
So if you frequent down Fairground Road, or pass the Family
Dollar Center, please keep an eye
out for our furry friends. We may
just have neighbors for life.

community support. As a result
the Beautification of Front Royal
Committee was formed. The
committee includes representatives from all the Garden Clubs
in town- Valley, South River, and
Front Royal- interested citizens,
area experts, and public employees. Under Co-Chair’s Louise
and Fred Andreae’s leadership
strategy was formed to raise
funds to purchase and plant trees
on public property with the approval of town government. The
town council regularly passes
resolutions supporting all tree
planting projects and guarantees
maintenance.
Soon the committee was doing more than planting trees.
Through their fund raiser held
each fall, they bring in speakers
from various institutions to educate the public about the importance of having an Urban Forest.
Each year the committee awards
local
gardeners
Landscape
Awards recognizing outstanding
gardens and yards in our community.
Businesses are also awarded
gift certificates from local nurseries to maintain their properties.
A relatively new project was
established after the committee

received an anonymous donation, the presentation of scholarships to graduating seniors who
are going into the fields of horticulture or environmental studies.
The Beautification of Front
Royal Committee is Louise’s primary volunteer position. However, she is very active in the
community in other areas. She
works at St. Luke’s Clinic serving
as Case Manager for Breast and
Cervical Cancer Screening Program.
She is also a grandmother , avid
reader, and lover of golf.
In a recent interview on the radio just two days after the death
of Lady Bird Johnson, I introduced Louise as “Front Royal’s
Lady Bird” –“what an honor”,
she exclaimed. Who knows, perhaps, Lady Bird’s project started
in a small Texas town and grew
into a country wide effort?
As you pass the public gardens
and tree lined streets of our town
and county, please bear in mind
that a committee co chaired by
a remarkable woman, Louise La
Barca, is responsible for adding
to our pleasure. Thank you, Louise and thanks to all who serve
and donate to the Beautification
of Front Royal programs.

540-675-1190
540-675-1190
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BEAUTIFUL & NEW
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Butch Zindel, Broker
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Butch@rapprealestate.com
Trish Bartholomew, Agent
Butch
Zindel, Broker
Trish
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Agent
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Trish Bartholomew, Agent
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tbart1@earthlink.net
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The boy who lived

Harry, Dumbledore and gang
The final chapter sends Potter mania to a fever pitch
By Paula Conrow
Warren County Report

(Managing editor’s note: some
book got released at midnight
Saturday, July 21, as well as a
movie the other day – #’s 7 and
4 or something . . . a big hubbub,
apparently. So, we assigned our
intrepid investigative reporter to
explore the implications of being
younger than yesterday and the
Harry Potter series on contemporary family life)
“Accio!” If we weren’t such a
muggle family, objects would
be flying around the room right
now, into my son’s hands.
“Langlock” is another favorite
spell of his. He tries this one on
me when I’m telling him something he doesn’t want to hear, for
instance, how he’s going to be
in big trouble if he harasses his
younger sister again. The supposed outcome of this curse is
the victim’s tongue glued to the
roof of their mouth.
Muggles, by the way, are nonmagical folk, and yes, I am speaking Harry Potter talk, have been
for eight months now. Elijah and
I started the J.K. Rowling megahit series last November after he
turned seven, although the first
book, Harry Potter and the Sor-

cerer’s Stone, came out in 1997.
Now, 10 years after the boy wizard magically won over hearts, the
seventh and final installment hit
the bookstores July 21st – about
one second after midnight, not
any sooner by contract we understand or something worse than
evil wizards would descend on
the offending outlet – lawyers.
The new book, “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hollows,”
couldn’t have come soon enough
to help us out of this lull in our
bedtime reading ritual since finishing book # 6. It’s true bedtime
stories are supposed to lull your
kids to sleep, whereas, our twilight adventures with magic don’t
seem to accomplish that. There
have been plenty a night Elijah
has stayed up past any teacher
prescribed bedtime, reading of
the goings-on at Hogwarts, the
wizarding school where most of
the action takes place.
Well, it’s just so much
fun! There are centaurs, and dementors, and portraits in which
the subjects move and talk. Thestrals, which are skeletal, fleshless,
winged horses, are seen only by
those wizards who have seen
death. Hagrid, the gentle, friendly
school caretaker is half giant, half
wizard. Dumbledore is the wise

Buyers: Thinking about buying? The deals are out
there! Call me for a list of homes under $200,000!

high priest (my words) of good
wizards and witches everywhere.
There are invisibility cloaks, and
pocket sneakoscopes that light
up and spin if someone untrustworthy is around. Beware the
mirror that shows you what you
most desire, lest you spend your
life hypnotized by this image.
There is more though, something real. Each book is a year in
Harry’s life starting when he was
11. So, for Elijah and me, Harry
and his gang have grown at the
rate of a year every month as we
play catch up with the rest of the
muggle readership. The books reflect the characters’ aging, along
with that of their more typical
readers who were preteens or
young teens when H.P. first appeared in 1997. Over the course
of the series, as Harry, Ron, and
Hermoine grow into full-fledged
wizards, the situations and
emotions at play become more
complex. There is loyalty and
courage, strong friendships, the
death of loved ones, explosive
anger, grief, guilt, and sacrifice.
Rather a lot for my seven-year-

old son, but he takes it in and
wants more – and I think that’s a
good thing.
The Harry Potter books are tales
about the universality of good
versus evil, and that the world is
not so clearly divided into those
ranks. We all have it in us to be
good or bad through the choices
we make and many gray areas are
apparent as such decisions are
approached. Even the Ministry of
Magic, the government in Harry’s
world, struggles with corruption,
evil, and making the right choices
for the people it serves. In book
number 5, “The Order of the
Phoenix,” the ministry reaches a
low point. The government actively denies that a threat exists
(namely, Voldemort and his death
eaters taking over the world), as
its purse strings are controlled by
dark wizards. A “High Inquisitor”
is placed, by the ministry, at Hogwarts School. The curriculum is
controlled, all student groups of
3 or more are banned, as is possession of a magazine that prints
an interview contradicting the
government stance.

Gilliam Lumber Company
Your Hometown Lumber Company Since 1937
515 Commerce Ave. • Front Royal

540-635-2101

New private mountain community!
Are you or do you know someone looking for that perfect lot to build on? I have
several lots in a new private mountain community, offering views, underground
electric, high speed internet and more. Call me for more info.

Christi Boies: (540) 671-6494 • christiboies@mris.com

Hours: Weekdays 6:00am-6:00pm
		
Saturday 6:00am-5:00pm
		
Sunday 9:00am-4:00pm

This story, the heroic quest, is
a story as old as the hills, but always worth repeating, especially
in a new way, to a new generation. Harry is the “chosen one”,
the antithesis of Lord Voldemort
(the most evil wizard who wants
to take over). The prophecy says
that it’s either Harry or Voldemort – eventually only one will
survive.
But, guess what? Voldemort
and Harry are similar in many
ways. Orphaned at young ages
with miserable early childhoods,
they both speak parsel tongue
(talk to snakes), an ability very
rare, even among wizards. Both
of their wands were made from
the tail feather of the same phoenix, the only two made from
this very magical bird. Harry
and Voldemort are connected in
some psychological, maybe mystical way, and there are choices
to be made. Harry’s advantage,
his greatest ability, is love. He
has known tremendous, sacrificing love (his mother gave herself
up to death at the hands of the
Dark Lord in order to save Harry) and this has made its mark
on the young wizard. Voldemort
has never experienced love, and
therefore, underestimates its
power.
Will Harry live or die? I don’t
know. Will he triumph over evil?
Of course he will! – I love it that
my son has this story that he excitedly shares with me.
A well-read writer friend thinks
my fondness for Harry Potter is a
bit silly, not quite up to snuff. All
I have to say to that, wand out, is
– “Langlock!”
(Managing Editor’s postscript:
blugg, lulululul, guggle)
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Paula Conrow

Discover what you can do at Hands to Create

Hands to Create is located at 409 E. Main Street.
By Paula Conrow
Warren County Report
While so much attention is
being placed on the north side
of our county, with the “coming
attractions” of the super-duper
chain stores, some would like to
remind you that Warren County
has a heart, beating strongly, in
its downtown Historic District.
Hands to Create, a paint your
own pottery and beading studio

that opened for business on July
27, is the newest addition to the
array of person-to-person style
businesses many believe will keep
the heart of Front Royal beating
for years to come.
Across from the Visitors Center at 409 E. Main Street, Hands
to Create is family owned and
managed by Tammy Coffman
and Suzanne Soliday, who want
to provide the community with
an inviting environment saying,

“come in – and create!”
The inspiration for this business came from their experiences
leading various art programs in
their home-schooling group. Suzanne and Tammy taught drawing classes, using step-by-step
application, as well as art history
with techniques to create projects that represented some of the
works done by the “Greats.”
“We noticed how the students
became very relaxed and focused on their projects. They
took great pride in what they
were creating. These experiences
sparked in us a desire to reach out
farther into the community we
live in and love,” Coffman said.
After researching various business opportunities for something
unique for this town, they found
a connection in painting ceramic
bisqueware and crafting designs
with beads.
Within the store’s bright, festive
walls customers can paint figurines, mugs and dishes, priced to
include the use of paints, tools,
glazing and firing, starting at
seven dollars. Bead projects
can be made in store or can be
taken home to complete. These
vary in price depending on the
project. Hands to Create has everything from India beads, Fan-

Owners, Suzanne Soliday and Tammy Coffman
tasy glass and Fire Polish from
the Czech Republic, bone, Balistyle, Swarovski crystal, charms,
watch faces, and semi-precious
stones/pendants. All the needed
materials to make your own jewelry are available in the studio.
In search of a new birthday party idea? The studio houses a spacious party room, excellent also
for ladies nights, corporate team
building, bridal and baby showers, church groups, senior groups
and fund raisers.
For those of us who feel we may
need a little help with our creat-

ing, Tammy and Suzanne are always willing to assist. There are
also design idea books for customer use. Hands to Create will
offer workshops. Available soon
will be Beading 101, Creating a
Beaded Watch, and Hemp Weaving and Design. Check out the
calendar of events and other information at www.handstocreate.
com, or call 636-4466.
Hands to Create is open Tuesday through Thursday, 1 p.m. to
8 p.m. and Friday and Saturday,
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. – come discover
what you can do.

Simply Cedar Log Homes
(local dealer for Katahdin Cedar Log Homes)

As simple as ABC. Affordable – Beautiful - Comfortable
If you’d like more information, contact us @
(540) 636-8400 or simplycedarlogs@aol.com
Elijah and Sophia Conrow, relaxed and focused on painting.
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Don Lafever

A career of service worth a nod – and a wink
LaFever’s ‘retirement’ leads to recollections of history on the move

Don Lafever helps out a visitor to Front Royal
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Front Royal-Warren County
Tourism Coordinator Don LeFever and the volunteer staff he
heads up at the Front Royal Visitor’s Center have become staples
of this community to both local
and visitor alike.
Whether its Don, Phil Irwin,
Ward Myers, Jim Colbert or others with a direct memory of so
much of this community’s history
that one encounters while browsing through the converted East
Main Street train station, one
thing is sure – you’ll be treated

like royalty, or at least somebody
pretty darn important. Because as
either a visitor or resident seeking additional information about
Front Royal, Warren County and
the surrounding attractions of
the Northern Shenandoah Valley,
to Don and the Visitor’s Center
crew YOU are important.
Don – I have a hard time referring to him by his last name, even
in print – visited with yours truly
and WZRV/WFTR News Director Mario Retrosi on the News
at Noon recently to discuss his
announced retirement – not, we
might point out, his first. And
therein lies a slight detour in our

Are you in the Warren County Fair Pageant?

PAGEANT UPDO”S
$25.00
Just Teas’n Day Spa and Hair Salon
235 Chester Street

Walk-ins Welcome • Appointments Available • (540) 635-8600

coverage of Don’s current retirement plans.
During a follow up visit to Don
later the afternoon of his News at
Noon appearance to discuss his
retirement as tourism coordinator, Don mentioned that earlier
retirement from 32 years in customer service with Eastern Airlines. It seems Don’s natural way
with people led him into several
careers based on travel and customer service.
“When I started out in 1954 I
had no intention of going to work
for an airline,” he recalled. “I put
my name in at the Potomac Employment Agency and they called
me up and said ‘based on your
test you ought to do well as an
airline agent’ and I said ‘what’s
that?’ ” But he added, “Like an old
shoe, it fit pretty well.”
Don soon found himself an
Eastern Airlines customer service rep at National Airport. In
that pre-Dulles era, all commercial airline travel in and out of
D.C. went through National and
so LaFever eventually found himself brushing elbows with many

of the major players in one of the
most turbulent eras in American
political history.
In recounting highpoints of his
career with Eastern, Don mentioned his time as the company’s
Group and Convention Sales rep
where he became the number
one salesman in the early 1980s
– and we have photos of Eastern
newspaper ads illustrating Don’s
high profile at the time.
“But that was after I did the
White House – I was covering
Capitol Hill and the White House
from 1968 when I did the Hum-

phrey-Muskie charter. I worked
with Senator Muskie. I rode his
charter and coordinated the activities on that – fueling, customer service, everything,” Don said.
“You were with Muskie in ’68
when they dirty tricked him,” I
exclaimed.
“Yes, they did dirty trick him,
yes they did,” Don recalled.
However, that dirty trick came
when Democratic Vice Presidential candidate, Maine Senator
Edmund Muskie was out of the
purview of LaFever’s umbrella
protection during his airline trav-

Don Lafever holds a plaque from former Vice President Agnew
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Don Lafever

els. The dirty trick in question came
during a Muskie railroad whistle stop
tour in the wake of Democratic frontrunner Robert Kennedy’s assassination and the shooting of Independent
candidate George Wallace on the hectic 1968 campaign trail. Made public
only years later following Nixon’s resignation in the wake of the Watergate
scandal, then Nixon campaign staffer
G. Gordon Liddy’s revealed the spiking of a Muskie beverage with LSD,
leading to the candidate’s breaking
into tears during a speech off the back
of his train and vote-costly accusations of mental instability.
Don’s revelation of the Muskie start
to his White House and Capitol Hill
years led to a flurry of questions, leading to an invite to come by Don and
his wife Betty’s home to see some me-

mentoes of those days.
That visit led to much wide-eyed
amazement on this reporter’s part
as LaFever leafed through telegrams,
invitations and Christmas cards with
signatures of, among others, John
F. Kennedy, Richard Nixon, Spiro
Agnew, Robert Kennedy, Henry Kissinger, Gerald and Betty Ford, Trent
Lott and Ted Kennedy, as well as the
aforementioned Ed Muskie – and
that’s just the short list. I might note
that interspersed with the notes from
the political high and mighty, LaFever
also keeps messages from the “average
Joe” traveler impressed by his concern
and care for their comfort and travel
issues.
But directing the conversation back
toward the political heroes and villains
of my formative years, I stopped LaFe-

ver at a telegram dated June 7, 1968.
It was an invitation from the Kennedy
family – Ethel Kennedy, Don said – to
the St. Patrick’s Cathedral funeral service for Robert Kennedy in New York
City.
Lightening my rather somber mood,
Don joked about how Bobby Kennedy
was one of his least favorite travelers,
seeing as the then New York senator
was always running late into National
Airport, bringing LaFever to the brink
of decisions on whether to hold up
regular commercial flights the senator
was booked on. Be that as it may, Don
still had a hand signed note of thanks
from RFK for some service offered, as
well as an invitation to swim at Robert
and Ethel Kennedy’s Hickory Hill estate in Arlington. “I never made it over
there and I really regret that now,” Don
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Don Lafever

said quietly.
Then there was the 1971 White
House reception invitation from
Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew
stemming, he explained, from his
running of Agnew’s off-presidential election year campaign plane
stumping for Republicans nationwide.
And no second-hand Bushes
here – Don serviced the source
of that political family base as ev-

idenced by a thank you note from
the Senate office of Prescott Bush
in 1961.
One thing I was impressed by
in this paper trail through the
history of an era that helped
shap my worldview was that Don
seemed to be equally well thought
of from both sides of the political isle. And ultimately it is that
non-judgmental attention and
equal treatment of each person

he encounters, regardless of social status or political bent, that
over the years has made LaFever
an invaluable asset to any organization or person he has served.
Which leads us back to his current retirement – why now after
10 years, seven in his current position, we asked Don during his
late June visit to WZRV’s News at
Noon.
“Well, this decision was

prompted by the fact that I’m
finding it harder and harder to
bend over and pick up a crate of
brochures and stand up again,”
Don replied with his characteristic humor. “It’s been 21 years since
I retired from a 32-year career
with Eastern, so that’s one of the
reasons. But when I told [former
Front Royal Town Manager] Rick
Anzolut that I would accept this
spot awhile back, I said I wanted
to do it in five-year increments.
And this is a little over that but
they’re in a situation right now
where the Visitor’s Center needs
to have a good succession plan.
And we need to get somebody
who is willing to step in and take

over all of the duties and be able
to handle them.”
However, Don said he would
not be abandoning his old East
Main Street or even Tower Drive
stomping grounds entirely.
“I’m not leaving altogether. I’m
just stepping down as the tourism coordinator. I’ll still be working as a part-timer there at the
Visitor’s Center 35 hours a week,”
Don said, adding that he would
continue his monthly visits to
WZRV’s Valley Today for his
Tourism Tuesday cycle as long as
his successor saw it as a good fit.
“I’m like you know what –
you’re not going to lose me that
easy.”
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(540)
636-6654
Front Royal Monday through Friday from 8:30am - 12:30pm and 1:00pm - 5:00pm.
The last runS
begins
at 4:00pm. All routes begin and end at the Front Royal/Warren
PELUNKERS
County Visitor
Virginia Regional Transportation Association (VRTA) op116 Center.
South The
Street
erates this service
enhance mobility throughout the community.
(540) to
631-0300
The FRAT Bus is radio dispatched, ADA accessible and equipped with the latest
UBWAY
wheelchair liftsSand
security systems. Persons with disabilities who are ADA certi530
North
Royal
Avenue off curbside anywhere within 3/4 of a mile of our
fied may be picked up
and dropped
(540)
635-4400
regular route. Please call in advance.
No Smoking, drinking, eating or food in open containers allowed.
TACO BELL
Fare - $.50 paid upon boarding the bus.
620
North
Royal Avenue
If you have any questions please call the Virginia Regional Transportation Associa(540)
635-1958
tion (VRTA) toll free at (877)777-2708 or (540)341-3464.

SOUTH STREET GRILL

304A E. Main Street
(540) 636-0070

SOUL MOUNTAIN CAFÉ

915 North Royal Avenue
(540) 635-6615

SKYLINE RESTAURANT

241 Chester Street
(540) 636-0056

ROYAL GARDEN RESTAURANT

RESTAURANTS
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Circled numbers indicate Battle of Front Royal stops

Times
:30 :00
:35 :05
:38 :38
:45 :15
:51 :21
:54 :24
:56 :26
:00 :30
:03 :33
:06 :36
:07 :37
:11 :41
:12 :42
:16 :46
:18 :48
:21 :51
:23 :53
:26 :56
:28 :58
:00 :30

Every Hour Between
8:30-11:30 / 1:00-4:00
8:35-11:35 / 1:05-4:05
8:38-11:38 / 1:08-4:08
8:45-11:45 / 1:15-4:15
8:51-11:51 / 1:21-4:21
8:54-11:54 / 1:24-4:24
8:56-11:56 / 1:26-4:26
9:00 - 12:00 / 1:30-4:30
9:03-12:03 / 1:33-4:33
9:06-12:06 / 1:36-4:36
9:07-12:07 / 1:37-4:37
9:11-12:11 / 1:41-4:41
9:12-12:12 / 1:42-4:42
9:16-12:16 / 1:46-4:46
9:18-12:18 / 1:48-4:48
9:21-12:21 / 1:51-4:51
9:23-12:23 / 1:53-4:53
9:26-12:26 / 1:56-4:56
9:28-12:28 / 1:58-4:58
9:30-12:30 / 2:00-5:00

WI

KYLINE

ITE

UPER

OTEL

OTEL

OTEL

ESORT

HENANDOAH

COTTISH NN

This black and white ad will
be read
by
about 15,000 peoS
I
533 South Royal Avenue
636-6168
ple (540)
in Front
Royal and Warren
S
M
1600 Shenandoah
County.
ItAvenue
costs a lot less than
(540) 635-3181
S
R
M Give your business
you
think.
622 South Royal Avenue
635-5354 it needs with an
the (540)
boost
S
8
11 South
Street
ad
in
Warren
County’s most
(Intersection of Routes 340 & 55)
(540) 636-4888
popular
newspaper by call(800) 800-8000
-L M at (540) 683-1078 or
ingT53Holly
West 14th Street
(540) 635-4148
Rebecca
at (540) 683-6311.
(800) 230-7349
1801 North Shenandoah Avenue
(540) 635-4101
(800) 487-3529

RELAX INN

10 Commerce Avenue
(540) 635-3161

Bus Stop (540)
Location
635-2196
Visitor’s Center
(800) 766-6748
Royal Hills Apartments
CENTER
CITY M
OTEL
Shenandoah
Commons
Apartments
South Royal Avenue
Royal416
Plaza
(540) 635-4050
Northwestern Community Services
OOL Apartments
HARBOR MOTEL
RoyalCArms
141
West
15thLion
Street
Gateway Plaza / Food
(540) 635-2191
Visitor’s Center
Warren
CountyRGovernment
Center
FRONT
OYAL MOTEL
Park
Department
/ Youth Center
1400
N. Shenandoah
Avenue
Department
of Social
Services
(540)
635-4114
13th Street
Belmont Avenue
H&AMPTON
INN
17th Street
&
Belmont
Avenue
9800 Winchester Road
Senior Center
(540) 635-1882
Warren Memorial
Hospital
(800) Hampton
Kendrick Avenue Apartments
PIONEER MOTEL
The Family Store
541 South Royal Avenue
Samuels Library
(540) 635-4784
Warren County Courthouse
QUALITY INN
Visitor’s Center

1122 North Royal Avenue

BUDGET INN

FRAT Bus Schedule

1525 North Shenandoah Avenue
(540) 635-9447
(800) 461-1720

BLUEMONT INN

(888) 204-4803
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Tony Elar
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Timothy Thompson

Remembering the ride of a lifetime

Timothy and wife Denise, with ambulance.
By Timothy R. Thompson
For Warren County Report
Sometimes I look back and
wonder, was it all worth it?
The year was 1977 and I had
just graduated from high school.
I had been hanging around the
firehouse since I was 15 years
old with hopes of joining when I
turned 16. Unfortunately to join
at 16 I needed parental consent
and it just so happens that they
(my mother and father) would
not do it. But that was okay, I was
young and could wait.
Now back to 1977, I turned my
application in the day I turned
18 and was voted in the following month. When I went home
and told my parents I thought the
roof was going to come off. But
when all was said and done they
told me to “be careful”.
So I started going around more
and more and started the training
that would take me on a 30-year
road trip – and what a roadtrip
it has been. To give some of the
younger providers a reference to
what EMS was like when I started
– the first ambulance I used was
a Cadillac, and the only certification I had was advanced first aid.
This was still the time of “swoop
& scoop.” In between 1977 and
1982, I worked many different jobs: construction, painting,
alarm technician, gun store, and
EMT. In 1982 something happened that would change my
direction in life. I was hired as
an EMT with the District of Co-

lumbia Fire & EMS Department
(DCFEMS). My first year on the
job was amazing, I saw more in
one year than the average person
sees in a lifetime. It was a movie,
but I was living it.
Going to work for DCFEMS
was my first exposure to “big
city” EMS. Sure I worked a private ambulance and as an Emergency Room Tech, both in DC.
But that was different. In those
jobs I worked with the patients
after the initial emergency. As an
EMT with the Fire Department I
got to them first, I was one of the
people who began the initial life
saving treatment.
But I also had no clue about the
flip side of that adrenalin rush
– how many non-emergencies I
would run. I soon found out that
people will call the ambulance
for anything, and I do mean anything. Once I was dispatched for
a broken fingernail in a federal
office, but it turned out to be not
just any broken fingernail, it was
a fake nail. You read right, a fake
nail. I placed that in the infamous
“BS” category, right along side of
the paper cut – boy, it was deep.
But I was also there during a
major heroin epidemic and the
time when shootings reached an
all time high in D.C. As I said,
this job changed me. Before I was
timid and shy but after that first
year on the streets of D.C. I started speaking my mind and did not
care who I said it to or who heard
it. Maybe the combination of
high impact reality and low level

‘BS,’ including that generated by promoted to Lieutenant. From and I am loving every minute of
“the white shirts” in management 2001 until 2007 my time on the it. I truly enjoy being with my
skewered my tolerance levels.
job was spent at the Training wife, Denise, every day. She came
Then in 1995 I attended Para- Academy, the FTO office and as a into my life in 2005, the same year
medic training and finally got street Supervisor (Medical Qual- I lost my mother. She helped take
what I was after, my certification ity Officer). Teaching is what I care of mom and they became
to provide Advanced Life Sup- took great pride in and gave 100% great friends. It is okay that our
port (ALS).
to providing quality training to retirement plans started early.
Then something happened that experienced and new providers. Denise is also an EMT certified
would forever change me – this During my time as an Instructor I in Maryland., D.C., and Virginia;
time in the way I did my job and had the opportunity to work part and along with myself and son
thought – it was Sept. 11, 2001.
time with some private teaching Michael, we all volunteer at the
I was sent to the Pentagon fol- agencies and gained even more Chester Gap Volunteer Fire Delowing the attack. I was shocked experience, I even had my own partment in Chester Gap Virginwhen I first saw the building. The EMS teaching business. From ia.
hole was enormous and all I could time to time I was even conI now pass on my blessings to
smell was death and destruction. tracted to teach classes for The Michael and Matthew. This is
Anyone directly involved in the University of The District of Co- where the future of the fire and
attacks that day would be forever lumbia (UDC). Not only were the EMS service now lie. It is in the
changed. When the attacks came UDC classes a good experience, I hands of the younger provider’s
I was detailed to the Training was paid well too.
– it is now up to them to make a
Academy as an instructor with
But in 2006, my ride in the difference.
the Paramedic program. The world of EMS came to a halt. I
I asked at the outset, “Was it all
scariest time for me was when my received a career ending injury. worth it?”
I have to answer yes. I learned
thirty students looked to me for I am now going into retirement
guidance and asked a question I a few years earlier than I had so much and got to do so much.
will never forget, “Tim, what do planned, but I had no choice. The But most of all over the years I
we do now?”
career I took pride in and did to made a difference in thousands
I was scared and responsible the best of my ability was ending. of lives – that is why we are here,
for these students, all of which Mentally I was not ready for this. that is why we do EMS, to make a
were experienced providers and I have now come to accept the difference.
some out-ranked me, but not fact that I can no longer perform
Yea, it was worth it. You bet it
then. I had to work with the Of- my duties, but I have not given up was.
ficers at the Academy and get my the fire service. Both my wife and
Timothy R. Thompson is a restudents activated, because we son are active members at our tired EMS Medical Quality Offiwere all about to have the longest volunteer station and I am an as- cer for the Washington DC. Fire &
and most challenging day of our sociate (non-riding) member. My EMS Department. He served with
careers.
next oldest son Matthew is a vol- DCFEMS for twenty-four years
When I finally got home the unteer at Brandywine Volunteer and has been actively involved in
next morning I was greeted with Fire Department in Brandywine EMS for thirty years. He is a Nahugs and kisses from my chil- Maryland where he lives, I guess tionally Registered Paramedic as
dren. They had slept on the liv- it is in the blood. Currently Mi- well as a certified Paramedic in
ing room floor waiting for me to chael has plans to go career in one the Commonwealth of Virginia.
get home. Still to this day I have of the area’s many departments.
Timothy is a certified instructor
trouble talking about that day
So now my ride has come to an for many different programs inand the re-runs on the television end, but another one has begun cluding Infection Control. Curwere out of control.
rently he is an Associate
The first few years afMember of the Chester
ter the attacks I had to
Gap Fire Department in
get treatment for anxRappahannock County
iety and depression, it
Virginia. Timothy is
would start each year
also a Special Interest
when it got close to
writer and published
that infamous date
author of several EMS
and would last for a
programs and currently
couple months. But
writes for EMS Network
now I have that under
News, the Standard
control and look more
Freelancer, the Wartowards my family for
ren County Report, the
support, they are my
Helium Network and
rocks of security.
Mending Words.
I got promoted to
Timothy (left), with son Michael Thompsergeant in 2002 and
son (16) with Tanker 9.
then in 2003 I was
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Thunder Road
Thunder road

2007 Mercedes GL 450 4-Matic
By Zane Binder

When you’re driving something that costs as much as a
mobile home, it’s hard not to feel
like King of the Road. That’s the
impression conveyed by the Mercedes GL 450 SUV, an all-wheel
drive vehicle with a base price of
$55,500. It could be the world’s
finest!
Driving the GL 450 is pure
pleasure. Outside, it’s elegant,
especially with the optional-for$700 Verde Brook paint. Inside,
it’s all business, the analog/digital wood-trimmed dash containing a plethora of gauges. Its twin
front buckets are leather ($1,650)
and designed to cradle even the
largest driver. Behind the folding second and third benches
(the hindmost is for kids) is a
small trunk. The front buckets
are power operated and heated
with its cupholders secreted in
the center console. The vehicle
utilizes a “Start” button and elec-

tronic “key” called “Keyless Go;”
for $1,100, you should let it go!
Along with a smooth-shifting
seven-speed automatic transmis-

tion, 4-wheel disc antilock brakes
and Tele-Aide, the Mercedes version of General Motors’ Onstar.
Options included Voice Control

height-adjustable suspension, an
MP3/iPod jack, power locks and
steering, cruise, tilt steering plus
much more.
As you’d expect in such an expensive beast, the all-wheel drive
powertrain is superb. Its 4.7 liter, 335 HP V8 is velvet-smooth
and quiet. Zero to 60 times were
observed at 6.9 seconds, best in
class! Fuel economy was recorded at 13 city and 16 highway (EPA
15/29). As this 5,249 pound-vehicle employs all-wheel drive, it’s
equipped with Hill Start Assist
and a Downhill Speed Regulator. An “Off Road Package” with
numerous features is $2,200. Despite such items, there’s no Hi/Lo
transfer case. The GL 450’s built

for inclement weather, not offroading.
Ride and handling were better
than you’d expect. That means a
firm 4-wheel independent suspension. It’s adjustable and varies
ride quality between harshness
and comfort. The tires are excellent, all-season radials.
The automatic heater and
air conditioner excelled. Quality control was flawless, and the
sound system was well above
average. Criticisms? The brake
pedal is spongy!
Driving a GL 450 is an experience - and it’s bargain-priced!
Opossum@ix.netcom.com

Mechanic’s Corner
sion, it’s state of the art!
Both driver and passenger airbags protect the occupants along
with electronic stability and traction programs, Brake Assist,
Electronic Brake Force Distribu-

SHOP RATES

over many functions ($500), a
Back-Up Camera ($500) and a
$900 xenon beam headlight package with a few other gadgets.
Other features include an antitheft system, load leveling

DIRECT BILLING

When you’re finished pumping gas in
your tank, turn the pump off and then
squeeze the pump handle. You’ll get
the extra little shot of gas that was
left in the hose. You’ve already paid
for it, so you might as well take it!

INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS
Full Line of Rental
Cars and Trucks

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!

540-636-2090
348A COMMERCE AVE
FRONT ROYAL, VA
FAST FREE PICKUP, JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY!

CASH OR CREDIT CARD

VAN RENTALS MOVING TRUCKS
SERVING WARREN, SHENANDOAH,
PAGE AND FREDERICK COUNTIES
WINCHESTER LOCATION: 540-667-8304

MOVING TRUCKS

15 PASSENGER VANS
· SHUTTLE BUSES
· CARGO VANS
· MINIVANS
New Winchester location: 110-7 Featherbed Ln

SUPPLIES

BOXES

LOCAL/ONE-WAY
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Karaoke Sun - Wed • Dancing Thu, Fri & Sat
Karaoke Contest Finals • Sunday, August 5

The all-new

Union Hall Lounge
Beside

Victoria’s Restaurant

231 Chester Street • Front Royal, VA • (540) 636-6811
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ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 636-1014

Comics

The News at Noon & The Valley Today
The award winning “News at Noon” • 30 minutes of LOCAL news • Weekdays at 12:05 pm
The award winning “The Valley Today” • 30 minutes of LOCAL interviews • Weekdays at 12:30 pm
· local leaders

· philanthropy

· business
· public safety
· round tables
· health
· education

· politics

· issues

· tourism
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ries offers business women unparalleled opportunities to tune their skills
for making you personally and professionally successful.
September 17 5:30 – 7:00 p.m.
Chamber Conference Room
Light refreshments. No cost for
Chamber members; $35 for non-members. Presenter: Toni Lynn Chinoy

“Connecting Business & Community”
CHAMBER NEWS
By Sharon Baroncelli
President
Programs to Improve Your Bottom
Line….
Aug. 6 - Customer Service - “Fish!”
& “Give em the Pickle”
Fish! – This motivational and informational seminar promises to boost
morale and improve results.
Give em the Pickle – “Your business is not what you sell, it’s who you
serve.” An absolute certain way to
build your business and create a climate of success.
Presented by: Cynthia F. Soltis,
SPHR, Lord Farifax Workforce Solutions
9 a.m. – 12 p.m. at the Chamber office
Cost: $35/business
Aug. 9 - How to Write Effective
Fundraising Letters Webinar
What elements make an effective
fundraising package? How do we get
the recipient to even open the envelope? What else should be included
with the letter? The informative session will answer all of these questions
and more! We will also examine some
actual solicitation letters and enclosures for their effectiveness.
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. at the Chamber office Cost: $30/member (up to 5
reps.)
Aug. 13 - Boosting Restaurant Profitability Through Exceptional Service
How would you like to boost your
profits by 95% next year? According
to Fred Reichheld, The Loyalty Effect,
a 5% increase in customer retention
can result in a 95% increase in profits.
Learn the keys to exceptional service,
and increase your bottom line.
Presented by: Catherine M. Vandermer, Lord Fairfax Workforce Solutions
8 a.m. – 10 a.m. at The Main Street
Mill, 500 E. Main St. Cost: $35/business
Aug. 20 - Service Recovery: The
Buck Stops Here.
Service Recovery with the Unhappy
Customer: Difficult customers, cus-

tomer complaints and unhappy customers all strike fear in the hearts of
businesses and service providers.
Identify causes of conflict in your
business and learn to eliminate them.
Learn to defuse negative situations on
the spot. Learn three techniques to effectively problem-solve with your customers. Presented by: Cynthia F.
Soltis, SPHR, Lord Farifax Workforce
Solutions
9 a.m. – 12 p.m. at the Chamber office
Cost: $35/business
Sept. 27 - Branding & Messaging
Strategies for Effective Fundraising
Is your organization harnessing the
full power of its “brand”? How can you
bring focus and consistency to your
communication? What are the benefits of a strong tagline and how do
you create one? This engaging and
informative session will answer these
questions and more. 12:30 p.m. – 2:30
p.m. at the Chamber office Cost: $30/
member (up to 5 reps.)
Oct. 11 - The Power of the Ask – It
All Starts with Powerful Relationships
Have you ever wondered how some
people possess the type of skills that
make them shine and stand out in a
crowd? They are able to walk into a
room, create a sense of presence,
make connections and connect with
more donations and gifts, and walk
away with stronger relationships and
advocates.
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. at the Chamber office Cost: $30/member (up to 5
reps.)
Presented by the Front Royal-Warren County Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Business, Small Business,
and Non-Profit Councils.
Contact 635-3185 or info@frontroyalchamber.com to RSVP.
LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS - APPLICATION DEADLINE FAST APPROACHING
The Chamber is currently accepting applications for the ninth Community Leadership Class. The Leadership Program is designed to prepare
emerging and existing leaders for
leadership positions in local government, business and community affairs. Applications for the third Youth
Leadership Class are available to 15-

17 year olds in Warren County. For
more information contact Niki Foster
at nfoster@frontroyalchamber.com
or 635-3185 x. 1. Hurry, application
deadline is August 3rd!
AUGUST
BUSINESS
AFTER
HOURS
Please join us for the Business After
Hours (BAH), hosted by Blue Ridge
Shadows Golf Club, on Wednesday,
August 8th, 5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m. They
will be offering two special golf rates
including a cart for the Business After
Hours on August 8th. Play 18 holes
for only $39 after 1 p.m. including
a hat; or play 9-holes for $25 after
3 p.m.  Blue Ridge Shadows Golf
Club will also give each person who
attends the BAH a two-for-one green
fee voucher (limited to Monday-Friday). This is a great opportunity for
networking. RSVP to the Chamber at
635-3185. Don’t forget your business
cards!
NEW TEACHER RECEPTION
The Chamber will welcome the new
teachers and staff at Warren County
Public Schools and Randolph-Macon
Academy at the New Teacher Reception on Tuesday, August 21st, 4 p.m. 5:30 p.m. It’s an exciting time in Warren County with two new high schools
opening in the fall. To make sure your
business takes part in this event contact Niki at 635-3185 x1 or nfoster@
frontroyalchamber.com.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
The Chamber has once again commissioned CommunityLink to publish
our Community Profile and Business
Directory. This full color publication and online counterpart is one of
our most vital tools for marketing our
area to new and existing residents,
businesses, visitors, and developers.
Over 6,000 copies will be printed. Ad
sales will begin soon. Only Chamber
members will be recognized in this
publication. This book is one of our
most, if not the most requested publications we distribute. Contact the
Chamber today at 635-3185 or info@
frontroyalchamber.com to learn more
about advertising in this valuable publication.
TRADEFEST 2007
Looking for new customers and
avenues in which to do business?

TradeFest is the region’s premier
business to business and community
networking event. Tradefest offers a
unique opportunity to both businesses
and the general public to network and
gain knowledge of the lastest products, services, and trends available
in our region. Tradefest 2007 will be
held September 18 and 19 at Bowling
Green Country Club. Silent Partner
Security Systems Inc. and Valley Farm
Credit are Tradefest’s Major Sponsors
and Greater Atlantic Bank is one of
the VIP Reception sponsors. Exhibitor
space is limited! For more information
on Tradefest or sponsorship opportunities contact Niki Foster at nfoster@
frontroyalchamber.com or 635-3185 x.
1.
HOBNOB IN THE VALLEY 2007
On Friday, September 7, the Top of
Virginia Regional Chamber will host
HobNob in the Valley 2007 presented
by Annandale Millwork & Allied Systems Corporation.  In its eight year,
HobNob brings together area businesspeople, politicians, and other
dignitaries in a casual, nonpartisan
gathering that celebrates the American electoral process.  This year’s
event will be held at Shenandoah
University’s Bernard J. Dunn School
of Pharmacy from 5:00 until 8:00 p.m.
A traditional barbecue dinner will be
served and musical entertainment
will enhance the atmosphere of the
event.  Tickets are $15.00 per person
and can be purchased at the office at
104 East Main Street in Front Royal.
NEW Women’s Business Council

Mission Statement: The Women’s
Business Council is a dynamic and interactive forum to empower, develop,
and connect female professionals and
to educate the business community
about this influential market segment.
Upcoming Events:
“The Power of Money” -This se-

Toni Lynn Chinoy, President of HarlanEvans, Inc., has over twenty years of
coaching senior leadership in organizations including Microsoft, General
Motors, Pepperidge Farm, Avon, Godiva, Boeing, Lucent, Consolidated
Energy, and many, many others. Her
recent text, “Handling Critical Moments
with Grace” will be the basis for this
brief presentation. The theme of her
presentation will be on how to handle
crisis when the money just isn’t there
to cushion the blow. Many of us live
our lives on the financial edge, knowing that we simply cannot handle the
inevitable “straw”. Her presentation
will offer a means for processing our
fear as we face any problem even as
we prepare ourselves to create more
security for our futures. Her books
can be found on Amazon.com and her
web sites: www.harlanevans.com and
www.corporatewizards.com give history of the company and examples of
her unique approach.
Drug Free Workplace
Alcohol and drug abuse is one of the
most serious health problems affecting
employers today. The costs are staggering—more than $100 billion a year
in accidents, lost productivity and related problems. For any business one
troubled employee or one serious accident can cause major problems. The
Chamber has copies of a great new
booklet Drug -Free Workplace: Six
Easy Steps to a Successful Program
free to members who are interested
in obtaining this valuable information.
Contact the Chamber at 635-3185 or
info@frontroyalchamber.com to order
your copy today!

Join the Chamber today!

For more information visit us at 104
East Main Street, Downtown Front
Royal, call us at 540-635-3185, or visit
www.frontroyalchamber.com
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Diversions

Watch out! Your boss is coming around the corner!

Trivia Time
	1. What U.S. president had brothers-in-law in the Confederate
Army?
2. Who is the Venus de Milo a statue of?
3. What Korean word means “capital?”
4. What outfit was formed in 1831 to help police French possessions in Africa?
5. What 1980 Ken Russell movie was the screen debut of William
Hurt and Drew Barrymore?
6. What musical form means “in chapel style,” because there was
usually no accompaniment in Italian chapels?
7. What comforting machine was invented in 1902 by Willis Carrier?
8. What did R. Buckminster Fuller call “the third parent?”
9. What type of oil did Leonardo da Vinci use in the world’s first
high-intensity lamps?
	10. What do Louisiana and Mississippi folks call sluggish creeks
and marshy lakes?
Trivia Time Answers
	1. Abraham Lincoln; 2. Aphrodite; 3. Seoul; 4. The Foreign Legion;
5. “Altered States;” 6. A cappella; 7. The air conditioner; 8. Television;
9. Olive oil; 10. Bayous
(c) 2007 DBR Media, Inc.

You Don’t Say!
Mel Blanc (the voice of Bugs Bunny) was allergic to carrots.
***
Each King in a deck of cards represents a great king from history: King
of Spades - King David; King of Clubs - Alexander the Great; King of
Hearts - Charlemagne; King of Diamonds - Julius Caesar
***
The reason firehouses have circular staircases is from the time when
the fire engines were pulled by horses. The horses were stabled on
the ground floor and figured out how to walk up the straight staircases.
***
During the time hoop skirts were in style, buildings were built around
the women. The doors had to be made wide enough so the lady and
her very large skirt could get through.
***
The word jewelry comes from the ancient French, “joaillerie,” meaning joy and gladness.
***
Tradition holds that if you wear a sapphire on Fridays, you’ll be
lucky in love.
***
The jewelry industry uses about 1,000 tons of gold per year.
***
The Carat is a unit of weight in gemstones. Karat is a unit for measuring the purity of gold.
***
Ekati Diamond Mine produces 9,000 carats of diamonds a day - in
world production figures, that means 5 percent by value and 2.5
percent by weight.
***
It is said that King Solomon wore a large red garnet along with 11
other magical gems (representing the 12 steps of Jacob’s Ladder) in
his breast plate to help him win battles and to keep him in touch
with God.
***
Most tornadoes hit between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Sports Challenge by Walter Branch

	1. What National League baseball team won the most pennants during the 1950s?
2. What is a quarterback calling when he barks out a new play after his team is set over the ball?
3. What 20th-century baseball player enjoyed the most consecutive 200-hot seasons?
4. Where would a sportsman find handicapped maidens?
5. Who is the all-time leader in home runs among switch hitters?
6. What does “p.p.” mean on a racing form?
7. Whom did Hank Aaron pass on the all-time RBI list in May of 1975?
8. Who tied a major league record in 1993 by homering in eight straight games?
9. What sport did Dodgers ace Sandy Koufax play on scholarship at the University of Cincinnati?
	10. What Asian country once thrilled to the sport of cricket fighting?
Sports Challenge Answers
	1. The Brooklyn Dodgers; 2. An audible; 3. Wade Boggs; 4. At the racetrack; 5. Mickey Mantle; 6. Post
position; 7. Babe Ruth; 8. Ken Griffey, Jr.; 9. Basketball; 10. China
(c) 2007 DBR Media, Inc.

Quotes
“Liberty is rendered even more precious by the
recollection of servitude.” - Marcus Tullius Cicero,
Roman Statesman, philosopher
***
“The best index to a person’s character is (a) how he
treats people who can’t do him any good; and (b)
how he treats people who can’t fight back.” - Abigail
Van Buren (“Dear Abby”) advice columnist
***
“Fame is a vapor, popularity an accident, riches take
wing, and only character endures.” - Horace Greeley
(1811-1872), New York newspaper editor
***
“Americanism is a question of principle, of purpose, of idealism, of character. It is not a matter of
birthplace or creed or line of descent.” - President
Theodore Roosevelt
***
“Poverty should not be viewed by us as a humili-

ation and even less so as a position of honor or a
fatality.” - Mathieu Kerekou
***
“It has always been a mystery to me how men can
feel themselves honored by the humiliation of their
fellow beings.” - Mohandas Gandhi
***
“Never say there is nothing beautiful in the world
anymore. There is always something to make you
wonder, in the shape of a leaf, the trembling of a
tree.” - Albert Schweitzer
***
“A great wind swept over the ghetto, carrying away
shame, invisibility and four centuries of humiliation. But when the wind dropped, people saw it
had been only a little
breeze, friendly, almost gentle.” - Jean Genet
***
“False words are not only evil in themselves, but
they infect the soul with evil.” - Plato

A Look Back This Week
On August 12, 1676, a brutal Indian war in New England ended; King Philip, the Wampanoag chief
was killed, along with many Narragansett Indians ... August 6, 1945, the atom bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima, killing about 75,000 people ... August 9, 1945, the atom bomb was dropped on Nagasaki,
killing about 40,000 people ... August 11, 1964, Congress approved the War on Poverty bill, providing
for a domestic Peace Corps (VISTA), a Job Corps, and anti-poverty funding ... August 6, 1965, a new
Voting Rights Act was signed into law ...August 12, 1970, a postal reform measure was signed, creating
an independent U.S. Postal Service ... August 11, 1972, the last U.S. troops left Vietnam ... August 8,
1974, President Richard Nixon announced his resignation ... August 12, 1987, President Reagan denied
knowing of a diversion of funds to the Contras ...August 9, 1989, President George H.W. Bush signed a
measure to rescue the savings and loan industry into law ... August 10, 1989, Army General Colin Powell
was nominated by President Bush as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, becoming the first AfricanAmerican to hold the post ...... August 10, 1993, Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg was sworn in as the 107th
justice of the Supreme Court ... August 10, 1993, President Clinton signed a measure designed to cut federal budget deficits $496 billion over five years through spending cuts and new taxes ... August 6, 1998,
Monica Lewinsky, testifying before the Whitewater grand jury, admitted having had a sexual relationship with President Clinton but said she was never asked to lie ...August 9, 2001, President George W.
Bush announced he would allow federal funding of limited stem-cell research utilizing human embryos
... August 7, 2005, six-nation talks focused on North Korea’s nuclear ambitions recessed in Beijing with
no agreement ... August 9, 2005, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said that insurgents in Iraq were
using explosives brought in from Iran for their car-bomb attacks.
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Puzzles

On the Links
Do you suffer from topping the ball or
“hitting it thin?” Try to get in the habit of
placing your right shoulder under your
chin before looking for where the ball
goes. This doesn’t mean to keep your head
down forever. Let your head move, but let
your shoulder be what brings it up after
contact. Do this properly, and you’ll almost see the club hit the ball. Try it!

Time for Tennis
Keep your eyeballs locked in your head
and watch your racket head follow through
after impact (as opposed to watching the
ball move away from you). In this exercise,
the eyes transfer their focus from the ball
... to ball and racket at impact ... then to
the racket head as it follows through. This
exercise essentially teaches you to “watch
your stroke” as an awareness development
exercise. It will also train you to slow your
stroke down, the first step in developing
smooth and consistent strokes.
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Puzzles

This issue’s crossword puzzle theme is “The Ups and Downs of Life.” The solution is on page
38. NO PEEKING!!!

ACROSS
1 Cease
5 Rattled
10 Rosary piece
14 Prime Minister’s street
17 Contest before the main one, for short
19 Singers
21 Novice
22 Ontario Indian
23 Explode
25 Japanese “Hai”
26 Unite
27 Bulls or Bears
28 Patella’s site
30 Gun owners’ org.
31 Despise
32 Tiny crawler
33 Stingers
34 One-dish meal
35 Resound
38 Paving substances

40 Food, slangily
41 Othello, et al.
42 Biblical word
43 Smart-alecky
44 Retain
45 Offended
46 One with warts
47 Tee off
48 Capital city
49 Steal the spotlight
52 Removes utterly
54 Light metal
55 1/24, to a jeweler
57 Rodent
58 Manner
59 Musical number
60 British lodgings
61 WWII battle site in France
62 Smashed
65 Hint
66 Residence

67 Mr. Allen
68 Elected officials: abbr.
69 In style
70 Female animals
71 Pronoun
72 Deep sigh of relief
73 Chart
74 Have
75 Dilapidated
79 Mature
81 Take a risk
83 Calendar abbr.
84 Fencing item
85 Stack of laundry
86 Opening
87 Garment
88 Pen points
89 Valuable
91 Feathered one
92 Man’s name
93 Trial

94 Spoils
95 Hot spot
96 Mom’s other daughter
97 31-day periods: abbr.
100 Part of the alphabet
101 007
102 Negative voter
103 Word with ever or soever
104 Bird that only walks
107 In great need
109 Deliver the latest news
111 Poor forecast for surfers
113 English Channel feeder
114 California athletes
115 Dusk
116 Piece of the spine
117 16th-century Church
council site
118 Beholds
DOWN
1 Unspecified number

2 “__ the night before...”
3 Toronto’s place: abbr.
4 Noted religious sculpture
5 Presumptuous newcomer
6 Grooms
7 French legislature
8 Type of school: abbr.
9 Start of an X-O game
10 Infants
11 Magazine title
12 From __ Z
13 Practical
14 Period of time
15 Nighttime in Paris
16 Welcomers
18 Lauder’s specialty
20 More confident
24 Dog’s features
29 Pres. Gerald Ford’s
state of birth: abbr.
31 Lively dances
33 Emotional collapse
34 Variety
35 Words from Caesar
36 Cut
37 Use one of the senses
39 Genesis craft
40 Jewel
41 Nearly all
43 Compassion
44 Part of a blackjack
45 Seated baths
48 Row
49 Impel
50 Festive event
51 Town on the Thames
53 Shade producer
54 Montana’s goal, once
56 Ends
59 Piece of paper
61 Tutor’s needs
62 Boring situation
63 Last part
64 Worked on a sofa
65 Fellow
66 Sewing machine maker
67 Ages and ages
69 Caked deposit
70 Pear part
71 Holiday time
73 Pesky insect
75 Massages
76 Mayberry resident
77 Networks
78 Aerie
80 Troubles
82 More than 1 Down
83 Delight
86 Heist
87 Most cheerful
89 Foot part
90 Drinks
91 $5
92 Nipped
95 Russian coin
96 Pitfall
98 __ En-lai
99 Villages
101 Derrire
102 House no.
104 Bacchanals’ cry
105 Kitty pleas
106 Part of the Armed Forces: abbr.
108 Half of MIV
110 Nixon, for one
112 Refreshing drink
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Activities and events

Enjoy a FREE night of musical
entertainment at the Gazebo located at Main and Chester Streets
tonight and every Friday night
until August 24, 2007. Gazebo
Gatherings are presented by the
Blue Ridge Arts Council in partnership with the Town of Front
Royal, County of Warren and
the Virginia Commission for the
Arts. Weather may cancel some
performances. Please call for
those updates at (540)635-9909.
Tonight “Johnny and the Vault
Cats” will peform songs from the
early days of rock and roll.
Warren County Fair
8/5/2007 - 8/11/2007
Enjoy the Warren County Fair tonight through Saturday, August
11 at the Warren County Fairgrounds located on Winchester
Road. For more information
please call (540)635-5827 or visit
www.warrencountyfair.com.
Gazebo Gathering
8/10/2007 - 7:00pm
Enjoy a FREE night of musical
entertainment at the Gazebo
located at Main and Chester

Streets tonight and every Friday
night until August 24, 2007. Gazebo Gatherings are presented
by the Blue Ridge Arts Council
in partnership with the Town of
Front Royal, County of Warren
and the Virginia Commission for
the Arts. Weather may cancel
some performances. Please call
for those updates at (540)6359909. Tonight “Jennifer Rose &
The Mix” will peform a new twist
on country classics.
Bluegrass Party
8/10/2007 - 7:00pm - 10:00pm
You are invited to the Browntown
Bluegrass Pickin’ Party tonight at
the Browntown Community Center. Listen to gospel and old time
music. Admission is FREE. All
levels of musicians are welcome.
Acoustic instruments only. Food/
drink are available for purchase.
All proceeds benefit the Browntown Community Center. For
more information please contact
(540)778-4777 or (540)636-3588.
Musical Concert
8/11/2007 - 6:00pm - 7:00pm
You are invited to the Musical
Concert Series sponsored by the
Royal Plaza Merchant Association to be held at Royal Plaza lo-

cated on South Street. This event
is FREE.
Gazebo Gathering
8/17/2007 - 7:00pm
Enjoy a FREE night of musical
entertainment at the Gazebo located at Main and Chester Streets
tonight and every Friday night
until August 24, 2007. Gazebo
Gatherings are presented by the
Blue Ridge Arts Council in partnership with the Town of Front
Royal, County of Warren and
the Virginia Commission for the
Arts. Weather may cancel some
performances. Please call for
those updates at (540)635-9909.
Tonight “Intrepid Jazz Project”
will peform contemporary, yet
timeless acoustic jazz.
Gazebo Gathering
8/24/2007 - 7:00pm
Enjoy a FREE night of musical
entertainment at the Gazebo
located at Main and Chester
Streets tonight and every Friday
night until August 24, 2007. Gazebo Gatherings are presented
by the Blue Ridge Arts Council
in partnership with the Town of
Front Royal, County of Warren
and the Virginia Commission for
the Arts. Weather may cancel

some performances. Please call
for those updates at (540)6359909. Tonight “Glass Onion” will
peform songs of the Beatles.
Gospel Sing
8/25/2007 - 12:00pm - 3:00pm
The Front Royal Church of the
Nazarene will sponsor a Christian Band and Gospel Sing at the
gazebo located at Chester and
Main Streets. Public is invited.
LABOR DAY - Town Holiday
9/3/2007
LABOR DAY - The Town of
Front Royal business offices will
be closed today. Trash, Yard
Waste and Recycling pick-up for
this day will be Wednesday, September 5.
Musical Concert
9/8/2007 - 6:00pm - 7:00pm
You are invited to the Musical
Concert Series sponsored by the
Royal Plaza Merchant Association to be held at Royal Plaza located on South Street. This event
is FREE.
Bluegrass Party
9/14/2007 - 7:00pm - 10:00pm

ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 636-1014

Gazebo Gathering
8/3/2007 - 7:00pm

You are invited to the Browntown
Bluegrass Pickin’ Party tonight at
the Browntown Community Center. Listen to gospel and old time
music. Admission is FREE. All
levels of musicians are welcome.
Acoustic instruments only. Food/
drink are available for purchase.
All proceeds benefit the Browntown Community Center. For
more information please contact
(540)778-4777 or (540)636-3588.
Tradefest
9/18/2007 - 9/19/2007
The region’s premier business to
business and community networking event. A unique opportunity offered to both businesses
and the general public to network
and gain knowledge of the latest
products, services and trends
available in our region. This event
will be held at Bowling Green
Country Club. More information
is available at (540)635-3185.
Tree Classes
9/11/2007 - 10/23/2007
“All About Trees” classes will be held
at the Warren County Government
Center in Front Royal Tuesdays 79 p.m. Included are five half-day,
hands-on Saturday sessions. Cost:
$50. Contact Herb at 636-9984 or
John at 631-9025 or email frwctreestewards@comcast.com
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“The statistics show there’s a lot of people the ages of 20 to 29 that have what you call discretionary income. And if we have a lot of bike trails in our town, we’ll get those people
coming in from out of town. They’ll stay in our hotels, they’ll eat in our restaurants.”

Recreation

Front Royal Town Councilman advocates bike trails
whether they do or don’t want
Front Royal and Warren County
and the Valley in general as a indirect consequence to turn into
Northern Virginia where they’re
offices are located.
Tom Sayre: Well one of the things
that the SRI, Arlington consultant did say and I’m quoting actually from your Warren County
Report.

Roger Bianchini

Roger Binachini:
Thank you.

Front Royal Town Councilman Tom Sayre points to a potential path for a bike trail
right up to the WZRV/WFTR front door. Sayre is supporter of a town-wide bike
and walking trail system to be included in local transportation infrastructure
improvements.
Warren County Report Managing Editor Roger Bianchini
had a conversation recently
with Front Royal Town Councilman Tom Sayre on The Valley Today. The program airs
weekdays following the News at
Noon on Oldies Radio 95.3 FM
and Real Country 1450 AM.
Roger Binachini: Tom Sayre,
Front Royal Town Councilman
and local defense attorney. I noticed you have a map of Front
Royal spread out in front of you
and what are you looking at
there?
Tom Sayre: This, Roger, is a map
of the Town of Front Royal that
has some of the bike trails that
have been placed and it’s gone
through our planning commission and it’s something that’s near
and dear to my heart, Roger, is to
have some significant bike trails
throughout our town.
Roger Binachini: Yeah, but bike
lanes was an issue of conversation at a public meeting about
transportation issues that the
Town government had on, it was
either Monday or Tuesday. I was
there, there was much concern

about whether bicyclist are even
being considered by the Town in
some of the improvements on the
north side on North Royal Avenue, the Happy Creek Road project, have the bike trails or paths
-- lanes been moved out of that
project. Are bikes even a part of
what’s being considered for these
issues now?
Tom Sayre: Well, I’ve gotten with
our Town Manager, Mr. Graham
and he assures me he is going to
work with me on this trying to
help get some bike trails. I think
the rest of the Council’s going to
work with me. They’re not there
yet. My goal is to get a total cost
project for the entire project. It
could be, $2 million, $3 million
I’m not sure yet. I’m going to
make a motion at our next meeting to get a total cost project and
then from there budget each year
a portion of that and get these
bike trails built throughout our
town.
Roger Binachini: Because I’m
going to park my car the way the
gas prices are and I’m just going
to bicycling around town to the
different meetings and --

Thank you.

Tom Sayre: That he said that,
“Northern Virginia has none,
meaning a unique community
anymore, it’s just one vast waste
land of development and the
towns have disappeared and part
and parcel the road map is to do
it a different way and to avoid
what happened in Manassas and
Fairfax and so on. That’s why
we’re excited about this project
because it’s not already built up
yet with lots of housing sprawl.”

Tom Sayre: It does a lot of things
for you, Roger. It helps you to
be happier, your healthier, you
get recreation, you get exercise,
you’re more --

Roger Binachini: So you can relate to that line of thought. Does
that ease your mind a little bit
about what they’re perspective
is?

Roger Binachini: Go to the gas
pump less often.

Tom Sayre: Well I knew that going in that was their perspective.
I think that’s what most people in
Front Royal’s perspective is and I
went door to door when I ran for
Town Council so I have a pretty
good heart beat pulse on what
the people are thinking in this
town.

Tom Sayre: You go to the gas
pump less often, you use less gas,
but there’s a lot of benefits. The
statistics show there’s a lot of
people the ages of 20 to 29 that
have what you call discretionary
income. And if we have a lot of
bike trails in our town, we’ll get
those people coming in from out
of town. They’ll stay in our hotels,
they’ll eat in our restaurants and
they’ll bike around our town.
Roger Binachini: I know that bike
trails are sort of tied into tourism
issues and the Town is sort of
in the middle of how deeply involved are we going to get in this
development plan for the community that the EDA seems to be
spearheading and the County’s
participating in and the Town
has participated in but declined
to fund this year. I know you’ve
seen some things that some of
the SRI people have said about

Roger Binachini: Is it too late to
change this tidal wave of development from Northern Virginia?
Everybody’s sort of, oh we want
our country home, but we’re
still commuting to the city. The
people inadvertently turn the rural communities they retreat to
into the thing they just ran away
from.
Tom Sayre: Well, that’s a legitimate concern and that’s why I
would like to have these bike
trails and things. And I like to
go earlier to what you had said
about some of the people were
saying on Happy Creek and were
we doing away is -- yes. I’m sit-

ting here on Town Council, I go
to these work sessions and all of
our meetings and I’m seeing a
moving away from having what I
think to be good bike trails. And
so I’m pushing for that, I’m trying
to be very sweet; I’m trying to be
gentle. Honey gets a lot further
than vinegar and I’m trying to
smile a lot, but I really want these
bike trails throughout our town
so I’m pushing hard for it.
Roger Binachini: Well one thing
there were some testy moments
at that transportation public
meeting with VDOT officials
and Town officials and one of
the things was whether if sidewalks and bike lanes were being
removed from the Happy Creek
Road project which is on the back
burner until 2011 now.
Tom Sayre:
moved.

They did get re-

Roger Binachini: And one thing,
I know there’s a lot of concern,
you know, is that road dangerous
enough where there’s going to be
a fatality that’s going to take it
and put it on the emergency front
burner.
Tom Sayre: We’re just waiting
for a fatality to happen on Happy
Creek, somebody getting killed
on a bike.
Roger Binachini: But another
thing that during my conversation with Clay yesterday, Delegate
Athey, is he says every time you
change a product with VDOT it
sort of short circuits them and
they go back to square one. So
if you keep changing lanes or
trying to make it more affordable, chances are you’re going
to extend it out, because the big
VDOT gorilla doesn’t function
well with change orders.
Tom Sayre: Well -Roger Binachini: It’s a catch 22.
Tom Sayre: Clay does a good job
as our delegate but some things
-Roger Binachini: Tom, we’re
about to break away, ABC News
is next.
author: sunrajah@yahoo.com
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Reliance Woods
A beautiful wooded environment with nearby golf, two new shopping centers, and
the historic Shenandoah River. Did we mention it’s just 2 miles from I-66? Who
says you can’t have it all!

Only 14 lots remain!
Enjoy serenity and peace in this new subdivision in highly sought-after Warren
County. Estate lots range from 2 to 6 acres. Live just 2 miles from I-66. Relax just
minutes away from 5 golf courses. Only 14 lots remain. Claim yours before they
are gone forever!

(540) 631-8989 • (540) 305-9678
Attention Developers! Call for information on two other hot properties:
• 5 lot subdivision in Warren County
• 28 townhouse lot subdivision in Page County

